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Acacia.site of .brawl 
By Kareri DiConza 
A fight at Acacia fraternity, 
involving nearly 100 people, 
resulted in the. arrests of three 
Universi.ty of New Hampshire 
students early Sunday morning, 
·" according to a Durham Police 
· spokesperson. . . , 
Two arrests were made by the 
Durham Police Department_. 
Keith R. Goodwin, 24, of 24 
Madbury Road, was arrested and. 
charged with disorderly conduct. 
Richard E: Reagan, 21, of 1 7 
Madbury Road,was arrested and 
charged with criminal mischief. 
·Goodwin qnd ~eagan wer,e 
each released on $ 300 · personal Court. 
recognizance, and were sche- Public Safety, who assisted 
duled for arraignment ~n Nov. Durham Police in the . thtrd 
24, at 9:00 a.m. in Durham arrest, is prohibited under the 
District Court, according to · Buckley Ammendment from 
police. . . . releasing th~ name of a student 
Public Safety refused to iden- charged with a crime. 
tify the third student, ·but un- The .arrests resulted from a 
official reports indicate Paul fight, which police defined as 
Boulay was also arrested on "a riot." At about 2:00 a.m. 
charges of assault on a police , police responded to a call from 
officer, resisting detention and someone at the Acacia fraternity 
disorderly conduct. · , house on Mill Road. The officers 
Boulay was released on $750 found "about 100 people" in the 
personal recognizance; and was back parking lot and "numerous 
scheduled to appear Nov: 24 for fights going on," according to 
arrai ent · rham District the police spokesperson. 
Seven Durham police officers 
and three UNH officers 
dispersed the crowd, police said. 
Police would not comment 
on whether Acacia was. holding 
. a party, but sai d it was "a 
possibility"' that :various alcohol 
violations were committed. 
The incident is under inves: 
tigation, according to police. 
:'We're still trying to get a 
total picture of_ what happened," .· 
a police · sp9kesperson said. 
' '.We''re j11terested,,,in talking to 
_ anyone who has any informa-
,, :don about1 it." 
. , . Acacia President David-Gar-
rett woula not ta.lk l x:tensively 
about the incident. · 
/ "Unfortunately, an alterca-
tion occurred, and I have no 
comment other tha n that," he 
said. 
· UNH student Paul Boulay was escorted away from t e 
scene by.Durham and UNH.police. (Craig Fenerty photo) 
enate pushes 
incentive plan 
By Annabelle Freeman incentive plan, but was skeptical 
Dorm residents may get a that Senate's endorsement of 
$1,000 credit toward their room just an ",idea" left too much · 
and -board bill if they work in power to the administration to 
the dining halls beginning next figure .out the details. 
· f.111. The Student Senate en- It is true the Senate does not 
, dorse"'d a pl~ n Sunda·y .nigh,t have the power to approve the 
proposed by the Dining Services tjnal details w·orked out by the 
Council to create an incentive administration, according to 
for students to work at the Roderick. But 'if the Senate 
understaffed dining halls. doesn't like--theJ<4an when it 
connec;ion with the brawl at Acacia. (Cra~g Fenerty photo) 
"The general idea behind the comes back in its f in?l form, 
plan is that in order .Jo get "The New· Hampshire will 
people to work we have to give jump all over it," said Roderick. 
pebple something upfront," said _. Rod€irick believes the plan 
Steve Roderick, chairman of the :Would fail without . stu~ent sup-
Dining Sevices Council. . . port regardless of how · the 
, By Donna Morafcik 
The various functions held 
during this year's Pai-enc' s Wee~ · 
kend on October 23-25 received~ 
a substantial turnout which 
pleased the UNH administra-
. tion, according to ~ssista_nt 
Director of Student Activities 
Renee Romano who organized 
the events. · 
Student Activity Administra-
·cors will ,meet with the Parents 
Association this semester to 
eva)uate this year's Parent's 
Weekend at UNH, said Roma-
no. 
. Parent's Weekend, which is 
planned for in early spring, is 
a time for parents to learn about 
their children's student life away 
from home. It is also a chance 
for them 1to become more con-
nected to the-University, accord-
ing to Romano. 
It's a weekend when the 
parents can visit and, feel more 
co,rrnected to the University. We 
edllcate them about UNH and 
what we can ·do for the students. , 
They also have an opportunity 
to find out what the faculty is 
like, said Romano. 
This year's Parent's Week~nd , 
was "de.finitely" an overall 
success, she said. An estimated 
600 to 700 parents participated 
and all o f the functions were 
very well at tended, according 
to Romano. 
Registration and information 
bega n: F riday at New Hamp- · 
shire Hall. That evening from 
6-8 p.m., there was an art 
r~hibit ion opening recept ion 
in the University galleries. 
The schedule of events in-
cluded the 1st annual President's 
Luncheon. UNH President Gor-
don Haaland s-poke at U:30 . 
.a.m., Saturday, at a buffet lun-
cheon held in the MUB. 
Theturnoutfortheluncheon 
was excellent. It was filled- to 
total capacity, 350 people, ac-
cording to Public Relat ions 
Program . Coord i nator Sue 
. Smith. She said, "I was very 
· pleased with it and lots of 
p~.rents were pleased too." 
The biggest a'ttraction was 
the jazz concert held in Johnson 
Theatre, which drew an estimat-
ed 500 people. The UNH Jazz 
band and . Vocal Jazz Ensemble, 
directed by Dave Seiler, per-
formed in front of a foll house. 
Roderick emphasized that the administration set if up. 
Sena.re's action Sunday was As it is set up now, students 
The UNH vs Lafayette_ foot- merely a sign of support of the who participate in the program 
ball game hrld in Cowell Sta-· _ plan's "idea." He said it is up will be required to.sign a con-
dium was also widely received . the the UNH Personnel De- tract, and agree to work a 
by the parents:The home side part~ent to work out the details specified number of ho:urs per 
of the bleachers was completely and implement the program._ week to settle the debt. If a 
packed. There was standing L~rry Donovan was the only student should break their con-
room only at the top of the stud~nt se~,ator ~t Sund_ay's tract, he will be fine51 ~nd ~il!ed 
bleacht::;rs along the cement wall. meet mg to vote agai'nst the idea. PLAN, page l l 
UNH's Study Abroad ,Pro- . He said he generally liked the 
g.rain held in the Sullivan room ----~------
-of the MUB hosted an estimated 
,150 peo·ple: Faculty ~embers 
• and students discussed the many 
options available for studying 
abroad. 
A tour of the UNH marin e 
bb included a trip for about 40 
. p arents on the Great Bay aboard 
the UNH research vessel, Jere 
Chase. 
Other UNH faculty lectures 
included, Robotics Research at 
UNH by Torri Miller, Associate 
Pro_fessor of Electrical Engi-
neering and a discussion about 
UNH' s Undergraduate Re-
search Opportunities ·Program 
where students can earn credit 
by conducting research with 
faculty. 
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INSIDE 
9 The Boss is back ago-in! See our album review 
-on page 18. 
•· Meet the student trustee-candidates. See Forum 
on page 15. 
\ 
Matt Kfoury flexing his m~scles for the unde·rst~ffed dining · 
halls. (photo Craig Parker) 
/ 
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-Interest great for diversity cOnference ·next week · 
" ' . ' 
By Christine Telfer _ 
Perhaps you have seen the 
bulletin boa.rd dis play in the 
MUB advertising the conference 
entitled "Diversity: A Key to 
Excellence" to be held on cam-
pus this Wednesday, Thursday, 
and Friday (October 28-30). Or 
perhaps you've seen the posters 
depicting the three keynote 
speakers--Julian Bond;·Maya 
Angelou; and Dr. Mary Berry-
-in some of the academic build-
ings around campus. If you have 
seen these items, perha?ps you 
are still wondering exactly what 
the Diversity Conference is all 
about. 
The conference, sponsored 
by the Diversify Committee, i$ 
a three day series of lectures .and 
workshops on how we can and 
why we should promote a more 
diverse atmosphere on campus. 
One hundred and thirty people, 
including faculty, staff members, 
administrative personel, and 
student leaders are registered 
to ·attend the conference. The 
three keynote addresses will be 
free and open to the general 
public. . 
The Diversity Committee is 
a group of faculty and staff 
members, and student leaders 
that _was established three years 
ago by the administration in 
order to help promote a more 
diverse atmosphere at UNH. 
ferem-backgrounds, life styles, 
and beliefs. The committee has 
defined diversity in ter·ms of 
seven factors: race, nationality, 
religion, sexual preference, age, 
handicapped-riess, and income. 
Emily Moore, Assistant Dean 
of Students, who has helped 
arrange for the appearance of 
- theses peak~rs at the conference, 
expects quite a crowd at some 
of these events. 
"I've gotten phone calls from 
people all over the area, outside 
of the UNH community," she 
said. "High school teachers who 
~want to bring their classses have 
called to ask how much the 
tickets cost. I've told them that 
the events are free, but to come 
early if they want to get good 
seats." . ; 
This is probably mostly true 
of Thursday's performance by 
Maya Angelpu, the most well -
known of the three. Maya is a 
poet, writer, singer, and actress. 
She is perhaps best known for 
\Vriting Why The Caged Bird 
Sings, though she has published 
several other best sellers and 
has received honors· from sev-
eral colleges and Universities. 
A black woman who grew up 
in a small town)n Arkansas, 
Maya has lived in San Francisco, 
Europe, and Africa. Her author-
ity to speak on such subjects as 
equal rights, the performing 
arts, women's role in business, 
at UNH (some _ of the graduate 
·students in the writing program 
complained about this, very fact 
during a meeting for English 
graduate students at the begin-
ning of the s~mesrer), her · 
appearance on campus should 
lend a bit of diversity to the 
curriculum. She wiH speak on 
Thursday night at 8 p.m. in 
Johnson Theatre. 
Julian Bond, who will speak 
on Wednesday at 8 p.m. in 
Johnson Theatre, has been in, 
the forefront of the civil rights 
movement since the sixties. In 
1967 he became a member of 
the Georgia House of Repre-
sentatives, and was the first 
black ever to be nomiriated for 
Vice President of the United 
States the foHowing year (his 
age disqualified him for the 
post). 
He was elected to the Georgia 
State Senate in 1974, and was 
a founding member of the 
National Committee to free 
Soviet Jewry and an active 
member of the · Atlanta Black-
Jewish Coalition. In recent years, _ · 
he has written a nationally 
syndicated weekly newspaper 
column. 
'A m·ember of the United 
States Civil Rights Commission 
since 1980, and a professor of 
l~w and history at _ Howard 
University, Dr. Mary Francis 
Berry~ will speak on the future 
of diversity in higher education 
_on Friday at 11 a.m. in Johnson 
Dr. Mary Francis Berry is one of three keynote ~peakers schedule.cl 
to address the University on diversity this week. (file photo) 
'The theory behind. why we 
need to promote a diverse 
atmosphere on campus is that 
an excellent education must 
include exposure and encourage 
~nlightened approaches to dif-
· and politic's has created a de-
mand for her on college c·am-
puses. 
Since there are no black 
women writers on the fa~ulty 
Theatre. . 
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NEWS IN .. -BRIEF 
3 firefighters die 
pl 'training drill blaze 
Three volunteer firefighters died and four others 
were injured Sunday wheh they became trapped 
in a burning -building during a training camp 
firefighting exercise that roared out of control, 
Milford, Michigan, officials said. 
Milford Pl ice Lt. Dale Mallett said fire officials 
started the blaze shortly after 8:30 a.m. Sunday 
as a training exercise for local volunteers. Shortly 
afterward, the flames in the abandoned farmhouse 
roared out of control, trapping the firefighters inside 
- on the second floor. Rescuers could not get to the 
men due to the intensity of the fire. The four 
_ survivors somehow managed to escape to safety. 
David Miller, son-in-law of the owner, said 
"Nobody expected anything like this to happen. 
We (originally) planned to bulldoze the thing over. 
They ( fire officials) came out and checked the place 
out very carefully. I wish I would have gorie with 
the first plan." · 
· Gas prices dip 
slightly across 'U.S. 
Retail gasoline prices decreased slightly over 
the past two weeks, but consumers may see an 
increase shortly if wholesale figures continue to 
rise, an oil industry analyst said Sunday. 
"Despite the violence in both the stock market · 
and the Persian Gulf, the U.S. oil market is 
-manifesting relative calm," said analyst Terry 
Lundberg, who surveyed 13,000 s·ervice stations · 
nationwide. · 
Average gasoline· prices dropped .14 cents per 
gallon in the past two weeks, bringing the p4mp 
price for all grades, self serve and full serve, including 
taxes, to $ LOI ~ gallon, Lundberg said. The price 
dip was most pronounced on the east coast, while 
prices rose in many other locations, he a?ded. 
.Car, freight 
train ~collide .in Dover 
. ' ' ....... 
Twins World Clra-.ips; 1 · 
Viola named S_eri~s MVP_ 
The Minnesota Twins, the team with the best · · A Dover woman was in critical condition Sunday 
home record in baseball this year, captured the 1987 after her car collided with a freight train carrying 
World Series by coming from beh_ind to beat the liquid propane and chlorine on the Central Avenue 
St. Louis Cardinals 4-2 in the 7th Game of the Series westbound tracks in Dover Sunday morning. · 
Sunday night in the Metrodome. Fernande M. Daigle, age unavailable, was trapped 
. -Fifth and sixth inning rallies eJ1abled the 'Twins alone in her flaming car and had to be pulled through 
to sneak up on the powerless Cards and take poorly - ~h~-•window by rescuers: Fite .~apt. 'Larry ,Massey 
-Ulllpired Gaine Z.. and the Series. Television replays _ said there was no time to use a power rescue tool 
confirmed ino~ than one bad call on the part of to extracate the ·woman, 
the umpires. Don Saylor ,ot_.,he Twins was deemed ~ Daigle was taken by ambulance to Wentvvorth-
out at the plate by umpire D~~~hillips on a call Douglas Hospit~land later airlifted to Brigham 
that was less than close, and Minnesota gained a and W_omen's Hospital in, Boston "fo be. treated for 
baserunner and the tying run in the sixth when extensive burns. 
umpire Weyer claimed Cards pitcher Joe Magrane - Massey said two containers, one carrying chlorine -
failed -to touch the bag on a force out at first. and another filled with liquid propane gas residue.: 
Frank Viola pitched eight solid innings of two-: were about five feet from the burning_ car but there 
run ball and won his second game of the Series to was no leak and they did not cause a problem. 
take the '87 MVP honors. The Minnesota lefty has The accident is still under investigation by 
been undefeated in the 'Dome since May 22. authorities. 
. Siberia swan 
I ' 
. harrasses Soviet 'copter 
A swan attacked a helicopter carrying gas pipeline 
workers in Siberia, following the chopper's every 
maneuver and forcing the crew to change landing 
sites, a Soviet newspaper said yesterday. 
"This unusual flight lasted 13 minutes," the 
helic~pter's navigator told the Sovetskaya Rossia 
newspaper. The report did not mention when the 
incident tQok place. 
- "The swan inay either have been trying to defend 
its frightened brood or percieved the machine as 
responsible for the death in the past of a member 
of its family," Sovetskaya Rossia said. 
U.S. ·drug 
crusade a 'sham' 
President Reagan's year-old "national crusade" 
again~t il_legal drugs has been hampered by poor 
coordmat1offand the failure _ of the Administration 
to follo,.W through on its plans, Congressional critics 
speaking in a New York Times report said Monday. 
' "There is no major drug crusade," said Senator 
AlfonsC:t M. D'Amato, R-NY. "It is a sham." 
Administration officials point to increasing levels 
of federal drug agents employed and amount of 
· contraband confiscated as successes i!"' +-he war against 
drugs, b_ut opponents · say that these numbers . only 
re~lect the inc~e~sing proportion of tUegal drugs 
berng used. Cr1t1cs als9 s~y that while more bills 
and ·laws are being passed to combat drugs, the 
funding is simply not there to match the~. 
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Eight students elected for DemOcratic Caucus 
By Beth Disbrow said Tim Silk, one of the can-
The Democratic Student Or- didates. 
ganization (DSO) held the · The elected delegates and the 
UNH Democratic Caucus last candidates they support are as 
Thursday evening in -the Mer- follows: Tom Aley (Babbit),Jim 
rimac Room of the MUB. Eight Anderson (Dukakis), Jay Gould 
UNH s-rudents were elected to (Dukakis), Wendy Hammond 
represent the University at the (Simon), Tim Silk (Babbit), 
State Democratic Caucus on Nicky -Simic (Dukakis), Ken 
November 21. Skidmore (Dukakis), and Rob 
The committee was only. Stephen (Babbit). 
anticipating a turnout of 150 There was a tie for the final 
people, judging from other turn spot, so the University of New 
outs such as the caucus in Dover Hampshire will have eight 
where only approximately 50 , representatives instead of. the 
people turned out according to · normal _seven. Nicky Simic and 
Jay Gould, one of the candidates. Tom Aley were the two tied for 
Unexpectantly, 225 UNH the final position with 63 votes _ 
students poured into the MUB each. 
to vote causing confusion in the The ballots in and the votes 
voting process and·questions counted wou!d normally ·con-
- of the validity of the results from elude most meetings of this 
the losing candidates. manner. But, last Thursdays 
The elected eight students _ meeting did not go as planned 
will now go to the November because of the large crowds and 
State Caucus which will be held . therefore the outcome has been 
at St. Anselm's College. In their contested. 
company will be 1000 others Tom Mahr, a supporter of 
that have been elected to repres- Geppart (who due to these 
ent thei~ specific towns or results is not going to be repres-
colleges. _ ented in this caucus) stated: " 
The delegates will have a I witne_ssed, as did others, the 
chance to meet with all the stuffing of ballot boxes and 
Democratic presidential can- people voting twice." 
didates and to discuss affair~ of Because of the "confusion" 
the State with them. he saw at this past meeting, due 
"It is your chance as a Demo- to the unpredictied turnout of 
crat to let the party know where 250 students, there is no way 
your faction or coalition stands," 
the votes were received ethically 
according to Mahr. He said he 
will be wriring to Joseph Grand-
maison, the State Chairperson 
for the Democratic Party, and 
_ contest the entire evening's 
outcome. 
If his rebut is ac~epted-then 
the eritire evenings production 
will be exempt said Mahr, thus 
allowing all 31.students who 
were originally nominated to 
go to · the State Caucus. 
Jay Gould, the leader with 80 
votes, stated: "It was confusing. 
I think everyone was surprised 
by the huge turn out." 
Despite the confus.ion Gould 
denied any foul play from-th-e 
voters. He said, "The possibility 
existed for ballot stuffing be-
cause of the large quantities, but 
Ldon't think it happened." 
Silk said the Gepharat staff 
was crying "sour grapes" be-
cause they did not get any 
supporters elected. He said the 
Gephardt people had counted 
on greater support from the 
U nive·rsity community and were 
yelling foul after the p9ar 
results. . 
Gould said there was disorder 
to the evenings events but 
summed up the evening as being 
a good sign that "more students 
are get-ting involved in the 
political process." 
·Robert E. Craig, an Associate Professor of Political Science, · 
-helped mediate the democratic caunis held "in the MUB last 
Thursday. (photo Mark Hamilton) 
EScort service irons out route details Public 
l ''l ' ' . \,, \ C • ' ' • ' ·-
~By Rebecca Carroll 
·. Eady on~ September morn-
-ing, around 3:00 a.'m., UNH 
student Nancy Tyrell claims to 
have called the Public Safety's 
commerci<!,l _escort service only 
to be outwardly refused. Accorq-
ing to the dispatch officer with 
whom she spoke, Tyrell was out -
of jurisdiction, and there were 
no alternatives. -
"I just wanted to get home 
safely," said 1yrell,"I qmldn't 
believe the .response I got. It 
seems like every time you turn · 
around, there's a caution rape 
sign." 
Tyrell said she was going 
from 18 Main Street to Alpha 
Chi Omega, the sorority in 
which she lives. Alppa Chi is 
located on the corner of Gar-
rison and Madbury Road, which 
accordi~g to Public Safety is off ·· 
campus. 
"The escort service is a sue-
. cessful oper~tion," said Dis-
patch officer Chuck Claridge. 
"The only problems arise wheri 
people start to take advantage 
of it. We are not a taxi service:" 
According to Cl_;a,1:,isf1gt; !;, t!;l<: •r f. :;Tqe esCQ:ft seryic,eruse,d to ,1 
escort service obligingly sends ,::operaJe orily, on cartipus; but has 
orange jacketed off.jeers in white expanded because of need," sa:id . 
pickup trucks out to give-_ rides _ Beaudoin,-"we've takert people 
to those in need. After two a.m., to Dover." _ 
Claridge said that the Durham so· what happened? Gary 
police take the calls. - Sears, Supervisor of the Security ,reports 
"The officer who I spoke to Department, set the record 
mentioned the Durham police, straight. According to Sears, the By Chris Poll€t 
but didn't think they could help expansion of the escort service 
me either," said Tyrell. - is so recent, that many of the Public Safety found this wee-
Major Roger BeaudoiD of dispatch officers were unaware kend to be quiet following last 
Public Safety, claims that the o.f the change in_early autumn. weekend's Homecoming festiv-
escort service has expanded "We kflew there would be a ities and responded to a min-
greatly"ove£4he past year. demand for off campus service imum of numbers of incidents. -
- There were nine arrests for since the occurings of this past 
summer," said Sears . "There unlawful possession of alcohol 
was a lack of communication and three for open container 
between us and the dispatch violations. 
officers.~' · On October 23rd, officers 
_Sears added the officers wer/ responded -to fight on Ballard 
not always sure of the who, Street Extension between two 
what, where, and when of the maJe s.tudents. They were or-
escort service. The expan§jon dered to separate and when one 
of the. service called for rici-es pursued the .other, he was res:. 
trained and 'arrested. to destinations that many of the 
officers are unfamiliar with. It was subsequently found 
Thi~ is why, according tq that the arrested student had 
·sears, the Durham police are allegedly thrown a rock through 
directly involved wit~ the escort the other student's window. The 
servic'e. ,The dispatch officers arrested student was highly 
take the on~campus calls, and iritoxicated and charged with 
the police take the off-campus crimminal mischief. The subject 
calls. According to Sears, should was taken to Strafford County 
the police,be tied up in criminal for protective custody. 
activities, or other priority cases, On October 24th, hall staff 
, t_he callers are asked to try again reported a student who was in 
· in ten minutes. turn arr_ested and charged with 
"No one is left unattended," illegal possession of a controlled 
Sears said. 'The whole purpose substance, marijuana. The sub-
of the service is to make people ject will appear in court on 
feel more ' comfortable about November 24, 1987. 
getting from point A to point On October 25th, officers 
B." -responded to a fight behind 
Sears responded to Tyrell's Huddleston Hall which was 
complaint with r~gret. "It was terminated. One of the subjects 
our fault, there was a commun- was highly intoxicated and was 
ication gap in early September. turned over to a responsible 
Since~th-&1, guidelines have been party. 
-~ Public Safety's Escort Service went to work for Trish Steiner. (photo Kim Hartman) 
• • < ' . ; 
set, and it won't pappen again. A beagle dog was removed 
We want students to know that from a sewer behind Stoke Hall 
we are here for -their protec- on October 25th by Public Safety 
tion." officers and turned over to the 
Animc:11 Shelter in Dover. 
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· .  ON THE SPOT ( 
Dr. Timothy Leary states, "taking drugs is -a victimless 
crime". Rega.rding the -governn1ents involvement in 
drug .control, · should an individual have· the right to 
chemically alter their c~nsciousness if they wish to? 
\ ' 
"Yes,l don't think its the 
governments duty to tell 
me what I should do with 
my body. If they are going 
to make anti-drug laws, 
irresponsible people must 
face the consequences." · 
,,They should have the right 
to do whatever they want 
to· their body only if its not 
going to be destructive 
towards others." 
. uYes, people should have 
those rights. If they want 
-to screw around with 
drugs, thats their busi-
ness." 
nNo, not since it has a 
negative effect on other 
people in society. Drugs are 




Mechanical. Eng , . 




· ll1e function of educa-
tion is . ' .. to teach one 
to think intensively and 
to think critically. ·sut 
education which stops 
with efficiency may 
prove the greatest men-
ace to society. The most 
dangerous criminal may 
be the man gifted with 
reason, but no morals. 
We must remember that 
. intelligence is not 
enough. _ Intelligence 
plus character-that is 
the goal of true educa-
tion. The. complete edu-
cation gives one not 
only power of concen-
tration, but worthy ob-
jectives upon which to 
concentrate. The broad 
_ education will, there-
fore, transmit to one not 
only the accumulated 
V E R S I, T Y 
Julian Bond 
KEYNOTE ADDRESS 
Wednesday, October 28, 1987 
Johnson Theater 
knowledge ... but also 8:00 P.M. 
the accwnulated experi- . Julian Bond, civil rights leader and for-







0 F N . · E W H A M p · s H R E 
.. _, . . ··0· \,,._,,___ ' '., ~-- . 
J." ~/ 
' ' . 
Maya.Angelou ,· 
"AN EVENING WITH MAYA ANGELOU" 
Thursday, October 29, 1987 
Johnson Theater . 
8:00 P.M. / 
Maya Angelout. poet, writer, actress, and 
author of I Know W~v the Caged Bird 
Sings 
AKey to Excellence 
These events , '.1re free and 
open to the p~blic. 
Interpreted for the deaf. 
· T~ arrange for II 
access, call Wendy at 
862-2607 . 
Dr.Mary Francis Berry 
KEYNOTE ADDRESS 
Friday, Oc,toher 30, 1987 
Johnson Theater 
11:00 AM. 
Dr._ Mary Francis Berry, professor of 
histon· ·and law, and a senior fellow in 
The h~stitute for the Study of Educational 
Policy at Howard University; and memher 
of the United States Civil Rights Commis-
sion 
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Student prefers shell to chair 
By Joe Ivio.a: .::au the Disabled. She recalls that far side of the island. Tobin pulls 
Chip Moyer sits alone in his she returned home and told him up alongside and, after freeing 
rowing shell. excitedly, "Chip, guess what? a length of rope caught beneath 
He dips his oars almost noise- You' re going _to row!" - Moyer's rig, attaches the towline 
lessly across the surface of Moyer's first trip was on the he has recently developed and 
Kingston Pond and the boat Squamscott River in Exeter. He is testing for first time this 
slips out toward deeper water. was paired with a blind woman · weekend. 
The wooded shoreline recedes in a two man shell. He acted · as Moyer's shell foilows beh~ • .-:..d 
into the distance. When the 'their eyes, and she helped him · as they circle the island, He must 
wind picks up, the reflected with his rowing. "I think he lit occassionally dip an oar into the 
images of late autumn leaves uptheskiesofExeter,"saysMrs. watertokeepshellfrqmsurging 
are scattered in brightly colored Moyer, recalling her son's en- ahead into Tobin's boat. They 
ripples across the water; He lifts thusiasm after the first day are out of the strong wind after 
a single oar to adjust his direc- rowing. about five minutes. 
tion and then continues on. Handicapped rowers like Moy- "Drag,'' Tobin yells from his 
Moyer says there is a freedom er require modifications in qoat. "Brake. Really brake!. 
in the water - freedom he has conventional equipment. · Ri- Good." He.slips off the towline 
not known on land since an chard Tobin, an able bodied which has worked fine this time 
automobile accident left him a - rower who helped found the around and Moyer is on his own 
. quadriplegic four years ago at club four years ago under the again, cutting through the wake 
age twenty-one. name of the Exeter Rowing left by a passing motorboat. 
\'It's not like being in .a Association, has designed many Moyer says that handicapped 
wheelchai~," he says. "On the of these modifications,- rowing has not caught on- na-
water it's totally different. Moyer, for instance; is sitting tionwide yet, but that many 
Everything is level. You take in an outrigger placed into a small clubs _are now being 
your stroke and glide along." slender, single hulled Alden formed. Tobin, who. works full 
It is Sunday afternoon and ,Ocea°' Shell. Attached to each · time at refurbishing sailboats, 
many peop1e are at home watch- · side of the rig are pontoops , says that the St. Aubin club was 
ing the Patriots game on tel- which dip into the water and not designed solely for .the 
evision. But Moyer, an uncle- stabilize the craft. His legs are handicapped. "The idea was just 
clared UNH student and strappedtotheseattokeepthen · to make it accessible to e.veryb-
president of the Saint Aubin from buckling up in ·a muscle ody." _ · , 
Rowirig Club, is putting in hi; spasm and blocking his stroke. Today, St. Aubin has more 
second workout this weekend. Two other members of the , than a half a dozen rowers, both 
His hands look as if they are club are out in a two-seater row- able bodied and handicapped. 
heavily bandaged, but they are · cat. The row-cat is essentially The club rows out of YMCA's 
actually only strapped t.o the a catamaran without a sail. -Its . Camp Lincoln in Kingston and 
oars. Without ·the straps he double hulled body, like the the central office is, loosely, 
would be unable to grip the · pontoon design of the Alden Moyer's Portsmquth home. Moy-
handles. It is just another in- Shell, assures support on the er is trying to expand the group 
convenience that partiatparal- water. by app,lying foi;- tax exempt 
ysis in his arms creates, and he These craft do not look as status and finding sponsorship, 
s more than happy to put up sleek as the regular boats, but either through UNH or a bus-
with it for the sake of rowing. they can still cut through the iness corporation. He hopes to 
_M_oyer was once convinced water. Rowing in a two-seater use the ... funds to buy boats for 
hat he would never return to this summer at .a Philadelphia tfie group. The ones they ·use 
the·: wate-r. ·"When I had my competition, Moyer ser a new now are provided to them .by 
accident, I was working on speed record for his class. He the New Hampshire Lions' 
rebuilding a sailboat a friend and a deaf partner covered 250 Clubs. 
,had given me," he remembers. meters in 75 seconds. 'Another The sun ts now slipping 
'It was one thing that I didn't team from St. Aubin tied that b~low the treetop level along 
want to see when I got home time later in the meet. the shore and the afternoon is 
from the hospital - that sailboat. After Moyer a_nd the other turning colder. It is still too 
I thought the water would be rowers have been out on the warm for ice to form on the· 
maccessible td me at that point." pond for a few minutes, Tobin pond yet, and the club members 
Anxious for physical activity, checks· their progress from a will return each weekend until 
Moyer found few options open small motorboat. The wind is ice does threaten their boats. 
to him. "All that was offered whipping through Moyer's dark · Moyer's blue sweatshirt ap-
for recreation for the handi- hair,_ but he yells out that he is pears around a · bend and he 
capped was wheelchair basket- "fine." Tobin turns his boat guides his shell to the beach. 
ball. I've hated b~sketball since toward the other rowers, who Several club member~ then pull 
I was knee high to a gras- are making steadier progress it up on the sand. 
.shopper," he says. 'Tve always along a more sheltered stretch - In a few minutes he is back 
loved the ocean." _ of the pond near· the shore. in his wheelchair, smiling. He 
His mother, Irene Moyer, Moyer refuses help again has been on the water for nearly 
knew she had found an answer when Tobin returns, but finally two hours. 
for him when, eating at a local says he is ready for a tow when 'TU sleep . well tonight." 
restaurant, she overheard a he cannot ·make any progress Moyer says- arid nobody doubts 
conversation about the Phila- against a headwind around the him. • 
d.elp_!i~a Rowing Pn?gram _for 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
ECOMINGA NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
. And they're both repre-
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you1re part: of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write_: Army Nurse Opportunities, PO. Box 7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-·USA-ARMY. 
RMY NURSE CORPSa BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
·CALENDAR _.,,._ -c,, ... ___ iiiiiiiiii. _______ _ 
TUE~DAY,OCTOBER27 
CBEMISTR Y LECTURE SERIES - MOBAY LECTURE -
"Problem S,?lving by Combined Techn}~es in an I1:1dustrial 
· Laboratory, by Dr. Jeannette Grassellt, Standard 011. Room 
1-103, Parsons,)1 a.m. to _12:30 p.m. , · _ -
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "Plato: The Philoso-
phical Way of Life and the Problem of Justice," Donna Brown, 
Humanities. Room 201, Murkland, 11 a;m. to 12:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Springfield, 3:30 p.m. 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs US Olympic Team, Snively Arena, 
7 p.m. . . 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES - "The New Hamp~hire 
Economy." Evangelos 0. Simos, Associate Professor of 
Eco:°omics with special guests: H. E. Harrington,Jr., President, 
Indian Head Banks, Inc. and George C. Jones Commissioner, . 
Department of Resources and Economic Development. Alumni 
<..enter, 7:30 p.m. - _ . 
UNH STUDENTJAZZ COMBOS - Bqttbn Recital Hall, 
Paul Arts, 8. p.m. . · - , 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28 
HALLOWEEN HOBBLE - 5K. 3.1 x-count-ry race, College 
Woods, 3: 30 p.m. A war~s for ~irst unde~grad, grad, faculty/ staff : 
· and best costume. Registration deadlme, -October 26 Room 
· 151, Field House. Meet in back of Field House. ' - · 
[?IVfRSIJY CONFERENCE SPE:<\,KER -Julian B~ d, Civil 
nghg, leader and former Georgia state senator, Johnson 
Theater, 8 p.m., fr~e, open to pub1ic, no tickets necessary. 
THURSDAY,OCTOBER29 
, CHE1:1JSTR Y LECTUR~ S~RIES - "Representation and 
Chemistry Problem Solvmg, oy Prof. THomas Greenbowe, 
Southeastern Massachusetts University. Room 1-103, Parsons, 
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. _ _ 
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES ~- Gallery· walk 
with exhibiting artists: Will~am· Brayton, Craig Hood and 
Robert Sennhauser. Art Gallenes, Paul Arts, noon. 
MUSO FILM - '.'The Sting." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. · · · 
DIVERSITY CONFERENCE SPEAKER - "An Everii~g with 
Maya Angelou," poet, writer, and actress', author of "I Know 
Wliy the Caged Bi~d Sings." Johnson theater, 8 p.m., free, 
open,to public, no, ~tekets necessary. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30 
DIVERSITY CONFEI_lENCE SPEAKER - Dr. ~fary Francfs 
Berry, prnfessor of history and law, and a semor fellow m 
The Institute for the Study of Educational Policy at· Howard . 
Unive~si_ty, arid member of the United States Civil rig~t 
Con:im1ss1on. Johnsdn Theater, 11 a;m., .free, open to pu6lte, 
no tickets necessary. 
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(Observe deadlines on proper forms) ' 
The New Ha::,,Zpshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly 
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the Memorial 
Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: M_onday-
Friday 10am-3pm. Academi_c ye,ar subscription: $24.00. Third class postage 
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check the-ir ads the first day. 
The New Hampshire will in no ~ase be responsible for typographical or other 
errors, but will reprint that part 0f an advertisment_ in whit::h a typographical 
, error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes 
to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed 
per issue by Journal Tribune, Biddeford, Maine. 
I . 
Carol Bellamy 
· Fo_rmer New York City 
Co·~ncil President 
wiH speak on behalf of 
Presidential .Candidate 
Michael Dukakis 








. AL MEETING: Sponsored by Premedical/ Predental 
Advisory Committ·ee. Meeting conducted by 
Professor John Rouman, Chairman of the Premed-
ical/ Predental Advisory Committee. Advisory 
Committee members will be introduced and · 
information on procedures and requirements for 
admission to medical and dentarschools will be 
discussed. Wednesday, October 28, Room 13, Floor 
-B, Dimond Library, 7:3_0 p.m. 
SEMESTER II MARINE EDUCATION INTERN-
SHIP: Sponsored by UNH Sea Grant Exten-
sion/ Department of Leisure Managment & Tour-
ism. J;.MT 743, a 4 credit course offers training 
in marine and environmental education. Students 
then participate as staff members in "Through 
• the Looking Glass," a marine education program 
for schools at Odinrne Point State Park. Course 
meets: Jan-April, Tue~. & Thurs:, 12:30 t~ 2:30 
and April-May, Tues, Thurs. or Fri., Time variable. 
Application deadline, November 9. Information: 
Julia Steed Mawson, 862-3460. · . 
GENERAL 
·PIZ,ZA PARTY: Hillel, UNH'sJewish student 
organization will be sponsoring a pizza party for 
all members and perspective members. Wednesday, 
Qctober 28, Tin Palace Restaurant, 5:30 p.m. 
.B.R.E.A.K. (BAG-IT, RELAX, EAT AND CON-
NEC::T): Sponsored by N6n-Traditional Student 
Center. A lunch group for students who, are divorced 
or separated (or just thinking about it). Wednesdays, 
Non-Traditional student Center, Pettee House, 
noon to 1 p.m., Information: 862-3647. 
. ~ 
PIZZA LUNCHES: S'ponsored by Non-Traditional 
Student Center. Join the Pizza for Lunch Bunch. 
Relax at the end of the week wi.th good company 
and good food. Pizza available at $1 per slice. Fridays., 
Non-Traditional Student Center, Pettee House, . 
· noon to 1 p:m. 
HEALTH 
AL-ANON MEETING (OPEN): Individuals af~ 
fected by another's use of alcohol or other drugs. 
Mondays, Room 21,, Library, noon ·to 1 p.rri. 
ALCOHOLICS . ANONYMOUS MEETING 
(OPEN): .For individuals concerned about their 
drinking or drug use. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wed~ 
nesdays, and Thursdays, 2nd Floor, Conference 
Room; Hood House, noon to 1 p.m. 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLIC MEET-
. INGS: For individuals who have been affected by 
their pai;ent's dr~nking. THµrsdays, Conference 
Room, Health Services, Hood House, 1-2 p.m. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS.MEETING (WOM-
EN ONLY): For women concerned about their 
drinking or drug use. Fridays, 2nd Floor, Confer~nce 
Room, ,Hood House, noon to l p.m. 
MEETINGS 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET-
ING: Are you concerned about the U.S. war in, 
Central America? Join other people in learning 
about the issues and planning educational events, 
· organizing political responses ad learning more. 
Tuesdays, Senate/ Merrimack Room, MUB, 6 p.m. -
ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN IN SCIENCE: 
Informal lunch meetings every Wednesday, 4th 
Floor, Conference Room, Science and Engineering 
Building, noon to 1 p.m. All are welcome. 
THE COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT & 
-PEACE: If concerned about nuclear arms race, ··we 
educate people and hc:dp them work toward_s 
disarmament. Wednesdays, Coos/ Cheshire Room, . 
MUB, 7 p.m. : 
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION: Eve-
. -ryone is welcome, bring 'friends, ideas, and have 
WITCHES BREW BARBEQUE: Sponsored by some fun! Wednesdays, Room 15, Catholic Student_ 
Non-Traditional Student Center. Join with non- Center, 7-8 p.m. · · 
traditional students to celebrate Halloween in a 
m;m-traditionahvay! We'll cook and serve l)~tdpgs , . _ UN.H JUGGUNq <;:LUB MEET'iNG:, Openjtigiii 
outside on the Pettee House lawn. Feei free .tg ~ome ~ glirrg for0 anyof1ie ,rb lea,.rn or practice recreational~ 
in costume! Charge: $1 per hotdog. In case 'of rain, .. juggling: w ·ednesday 'even:ing:s; check at ·MUB. 
pizza ·will be served in~ide ($1 per slice). Friday, ' Infor:madon Desk for room, MUB, 7-11 p.m: 
October 30, Non-Traditiopal Student Center, Pettee 
House Lawn, noon to 1 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY WOMEN'S NETWORK BREAK~ 
FAST: Sponsored by Women's ·Comm-ission. Meet 
representatives .from the Wo~en's Commission, 
P.A.T. and Operating Staff Councils, Student and 
_ Faculty Senate. RSVP Women's Commission, 1058, 
by November.2. Friday, November 6, Granite St.ate 
Room, MUB, 8-9:30 a.m. $3. · 
. , NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT-
. TED TO THE'OFFICE OF STUDENT A.CTIV-
ORGANIZATION AL MEETING FOR ''TAKE 
BACK.THE NIGHT": Sponsored by Women's 
·Center. An open meeting to o,rgaµize a "Take .Back • 
_The Night" rally in Durham. Everyone's input 
and help welcome! Tuesday, October 27, NOtch -
Room', MUB, 12:30 to 2 p.m. 
ITIES, ROOM ·32i, MUB . . (Observe deadlines 
·on proper forn;is) ' · 
T he long .awaited field house renovat ions have finally gotten underway - just in time 
fo r winter's recess. (photo Craig .Parker) 
Senate ·recognizes 
Hebrew holidays 
By Joanne Marino would be affected· the most, " 
The student senate passed a Thomas said. . . 
proposal last week to include Father Fredrick Pennett from 
Jewish religious holidays in the _· Catholic Student Center said he 
University calendar. The bill believed th~ U~iversity ·"doesn'r 
not only recognizes the holidays- recognize any religion but I 
but also·provides a policy siqiilar think the proposal _is entirely 
to that of ele~tion days. · fair," especially since t~e days 
The proposal, introduced by are Jewish high holidays. . 
senat.0r a..I Academic Affair~ Pennett said· though ·there is 
Counc1f ~hairperson_{:li,.~!lie a newly formedJe\vish organ-
Jones, would prev~major1 ization on campus, called Hillel, 
University events from being there is curren·tly no student 
scheduled on those days, indud~ - . center available for the Jewish 
ing exams, and a·llow Jewish faith. _ . 
scudems ~o miss class without · According to Pennett a stu-
being penahzed. dent center works with · the 
- • -,tudents _of .. __ '"!v religion Univ·ersity but is not part of it 
~uld be given excuseu ~bsences whilie an organization follows 
for non-designated hoi~1ays t_he guidelines the University 
provided two weeks notificativ~~ sets. 
is given to the professor accord- · There is no place of worship 
ing to the proposal. for. the Jewish faith on campus--_: 
The Diversity Committee,- or in Durham. The closest 
which initi_ated the 'bill, claimed temple is in Dover. 
that presently the University Arthur Grant, the Secr~tary 
only recognizes Christianity and of the U niv~rsity System, said 
that it is an insult to Jewish each ·of the four state univer-
. members of the faculty, staff sities in New Hampshire set 
and students. They argued that their own academic calendars. 
by passing such a proposal the UNH .in Manchester also sets 
University will affirm both its its own q1.lendar. 
resi~~t for the c~lture a·r.:id Although the calendar va~ies 
rehg1011 as well as its commit- slightly, Gra_nt said in many 
tment to q.iversity. . _ _ incidents "UNH influences -the 
The Acadefll\k Senate, the other three institutions:" 
legislative body of the univer- -"The initiative at this campus 
sity, now must pass the bill for . might be taken at other univer-
the policy to be put into · affect: · sities and campuses·," Grant s:aid. 
According to Stephanie Tho-. The other three state schools 
mas, • Executive Directo·r of are Plymouth State Colle.-ge, 
Adminis-tration Services and _ K~en,e State College and t-he 
Registrar, . the-1 b1it wiffJ~d- ··· SchooHor Lifelong Learning: . 
through a.committee and then Students' opinions-varied. Bill 
"' be presented to the Academic Tollenger, a senior Business 
Senate. She said the Diversity Administration major, was in 
Committee has been working favor of recognizing the holi-
with the Studerr't Senate on the days. "It's about time the Uni-
bill for a year and a half. versity started being more _re-
The major Jewish holidays sponsive to the student's and 
considered are Rosh. Hashanah - faculty's needs," he said. 
(2 days), Yorn Kipper (1 day), Diane' Lynch, a junior wi_th 
and Passover (1 day). All Jewish a dual major, said she believes 
holiday~ begin.,at sundown the the University does not r:ecog- _ 
- prec.eding day. · nize Christianity like the prop-
Thomas said the committee osal claims . 
wanted the proposal · to go "I think that if the University 
thr:ough the Student Senate does recognize t:he Jewish ho-
before being passed by the lidays they should equally rec-
Acedemic Senate. .ognize other religious holidays 
"I feel it is the students who such as Good Friday," she said. 
1/NDS('fl). . 
•=HEMM • . ¥1.i '-.. 
Fox Run Mall, Newington, N.H. 
436-1'117 
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ln an interview that was 
recently conducted .by Carmelle 
Caron of the UNH News Bu-
rea·u for . the-Cam pus Journal; 
Berry said that the PfOgress of 
. the, sixtjes apd ~eventies toward 
diversifying college <;:ampuses 
h<1:s been slow¢fby a growing 
conserv:aiive tr~qd aqd, qy recent 
Sri pre.me Coui;t rulirigs /tha't she 
considers defrimen.ta'l . i:o aff ir-
~ mative: ~ction efforts. . 
: '~Wha.t is needed now is a 
reaff irmari'c:in that education 
r:nrans·h;;iying a, ,bioader view,' '. 
' Berry ~.iid. . . _ . · . 
.. :He'Ity, w~10 bas received fif-
- teen· honorary_ doctoral d~g.rees 
and several awards for public 
service and scholarly work from 
the N~ACP and other orga_n-
· izacions is "an incredibly arcic-
ulace and knowledgable .speak-
. e_r," according to EmHy Moore. 
· ''Her ~ppearance will defi-
nitely be one of the highlights 
of the conference,'.' Moore said . 
The fact chat all three of the 
keynqte .speakers are black is 
· coincidental, Moore explained. · 
" ,' '!her:~ were o.r.her people 
' who we're interested in getting 
. to come, but 'these were the ._ 
people who were available when 
we wanted them. So this is how 
the schedule turned out," she 
• said. "Although we are very 
pleased to have each of these 
. speakers o~ campus, it should 
not mis-lead people into think-
ing that we are defining di.ver-
sity strictly in ter.ms of race." 
USED CARS 
. ·-~~ 
#1 i~ Quality, Dependability and Service 
Subaru DL - 3850 
Automatic, powersteering, low miies 
1984 Ford Mustang. - 6150 
Automatic, AC, 14,000 miles 
· ... 1983 Honda Civic - 2995 
·5 spe~d AM/FM ~tereo . 
·1985 Chevy X-11 coupe - 4995 
Automatic, AM/FM stereo 
. 1984 C-30.Rack Body - 7995. 
8 cylinder; wood rack 
'.1985 Dodge Omni - 3995 · 
· 1984 BMW 3181 - 10250 
1 
1984 Audi 4000S - 9445 






been lower. CALL. 
Durham 
rt. 16. 
· THE USED CAR STORE 
Rt. 16 Dover Point Road - Dover, NH 03820 
742-1676 or 436-2687 
UNH CAMBRIDGE 
·SUMMER -PROGRAM, 
offer~... 6 weeks in 
_England 
8 credits 
· · a British 
I • ' ' ' 
/ Aine.rican . 
· 'faculty 
a student 
body dra w _n 
from , colleges 
thro~1.ghout . 
the U.S. and 
Canada 
. 
- excursions ev- · 
ery weekend 
·rickets to . 
plays .in -Lon~-





board irt a col-
lege founded 
in 1348 . 
castles, 
c a ·t he d r al s, 
b~nquets, etc 
Op~n House 
Monday, November :2 
4-6 pm . 
·E1Hot Alum.ni Center 
.UNH CAMBRIDGE-
SUMMER PROGRAM 
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Alcohol · Awareness week ends --
By Kellie Wardman 
Purple balloons and multi-
colored fliers decorated the · 
UNH,campus last week, in an 
. effon-.. by the Drug and Alcohol 
Advisory Committee to alert the · 
community to Alcohol A ware-
ness Week. . , . 
Along with the Division of.. 
. Student Affairs and Health 
Service's, the committee, with 
co-chairp~rsons Monie.a Wells 
and Kathlren Gildea-Dinzeo, 
used many tactics to promote 
unc;lerstanding within the Uni-
versity. I 
All 5,>f the activfries . and pub-
lications promoted the theme 
Two unidentified students were at the scene of the Acacia , "Drink With Intelligence." This 
"riot." (Craig Fenerty photo) theme was widely used this year, 
, · · I as well as in the past. 
•---~----~-----------------.. ''We ·developed the t-heme 
three years ago, when we first 
began the program, as part of 
a comprehensive effort to bring 
attention to alcohol and its 
effects," Gildea-Dinzeo said. 
There was a wide variety of 
activities·. last wee~, including 
programs in different residence 
halls she said. 
"There was . basically a cross-
sect ion of a.ctivities in the 
dorms ." said Gil~a-Dinzeo, 
"ranging from films such as 
'Orin~, Drank, or Drunk,' to 
informal discussions between 
members of the hall." 
Another im.portant contri-
bution to the Awareness ·week 
was the passive Education series 
that was printed and distributed 
to the residence halls. These 
fliei;s. included information 
IStudent D1scount(coupon) Card I 
I · . . I THE ·- , 
1 · Present this coupon with your I 
1 student ID I 
I I I Re_c8ive an additional 10% off I 
I - ()ff on all io9{. ._ I 
I 11\0°1° . merchandise. - O o~A I ·1 ,... . . I 
I Good only at I 
I DOVER AUTO SUPPL y I 




• Portsmouth N.H. 
RELAX AT.THE PRIVATE HOT TUB 
'ROOM RENTALS . 
• SHOWERS, DRESSING AREA AND STEREO IN EAC'I I ROOM • 
• TOWELS AND HAIRDRYERS FURNISHEO • 
• JUICE AND ISPOSAlJLE BATHING SUITS AVAll,AHLE • 
12 Jenkin~Court 
acros-s from 
The F ranKlin 
We Deliver 
OUTDOOR HELP WANTED 
Leaf.clean-up 
. Grass cutting 
IMMEDIATE"WORK 
- . . 
Flexible h·ours afternoons 1 or weekends 
$6.50 per hour - call Tom 659-5146 
Sun, Mon, Tues Open until 1 a.m. 
· _  W, Th, F, Sat open u11til -2 a.m. 
about how ro avoid the hangov-
er, and possible results of mix-
ing :i. lcohol with other drugs. 
Thee was also ilJiormation 
about wh..:t to du if a· friend-has 
had excessiv~ am(,unts of alco-
hol~ and what you can do if you 
are an ad,_ult child of an alcoholic. 
These fliers were posted by the 
RA's in all of the bath:·ooms, 
and were the most effective in 
reaching the students bacause 
the information was so readily 
available. 
"I knew that it was alcohol 
awareness week when I went 
irito the pathroom," said Billie-
Ann Gallagher, · sophomore. 
. "The ·series will be around for 
six or seven weeks," said Gildea-
Dinzeo, "just to get .people 
involved in the issue." 
Bookmarks were also distrib-
uted in the parking lots to 
. faculty and commuters as part 
of the passive effort. 
As another part of the pro-
motion, "mock tails" were 
served one day at the Alterna-
. tive Beverage Bars located in 
the MUB, the three dining halls, 
and in three academic buildings. 
"I tried a few ... they were very 
· tasty, indeed," said Ken Allen, 
freshman. "I even took some 
recipes for some of them." 
There was also a special 
program on Saturday afternoon . 
during Parents Weekend. This 
program was titled ''What's On 
Tap?" and consisted of a dis -
Cl,lssion about the University's 
comprehensive alcohol educa-: 
, tion program. . . 
"There was pretty good at-
tendance at the workshop; a lo( 
of concerned parent's attended," .-
Gildea-Dinzeo said. '· · · · 
One annual event was also in 
conjµnction with the Alcohol 
Awareness Week; the tricyde , 
race last weekend with the 
fraternities and sororities. 
· "Some of the money raised 
is going to the United Way, 
towards their i lcohol and drng 
programs," Gildea-Di[!zeo said. 
Some students felt that the 
reason they did not get involved 
was because they do not have 
an immediate concern. 
"I didn't go ' ro anything 
because I don't feel that 1-have 
a serious problem, and no one 
immedia,tely close to me does 
either," said Kristen Barney, 
_freshman. · 
One upperclassman said that 
he felt having the awareness 
. week every year was repetitive. 
"Once you 've been through 
it once, you don't really need 
to go through it again," he said. 
.GET DOWN TO 
BUSINESS WITH THE 
BEST IN TEST PREP. 
Only Kaplan offers free 
refresher math lessons and 
business ·school admis-
sions information. Call! 
iKAPLAN 
STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD: . 
NH class starts 11 / 14 
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~PARENTS~ 
(continued fro:U page 1) Where have you seen this on campus,, 
Another popular event was 
the "What's.on Tap?" discussion 
of the University's comprehen-
sive approach to alcohol and 
drug issues on campus. 
Additional a·thlecic events 
included a UNH Women's 
Cross Contry meet against the 
Universities of Massachusetts, 
Rhode Island and Vermont; 
Women's Soccer vs Yale at the 
Field House; a Men's Exhibition 
· Ice Hockey vs Holy Cross game. 
The Intervarsity Christian 
Fellowship, a UNH student · 
organization, sponsored a Par-
ent's Tea on Saturday. 
Many Gre~k houses .also put 
o:n parent functions. . 
Sigma Nu Fraternity offered 
50 parents a large _cookout, a 
slide show and entertainment 
by the New Hampshire Gen- · 
tlemen, according to Sigma Nu 
President Paul Miller. 
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority 
President Christine Haslam said 
· they had a slide show and a 
barbeque also for an estimated 
50 sets of patents. ._, ' 
Delta Zeta Sorority had a full 
turnout of about 180 people for -
the Parent's _Brunch · they spon-
sored, according to Delta Zeta 
President Sue Kennedy. 
Sunday morning consisted of 
services and fellowships in 
Seacoast followed by brunch• 
held in the UNH dining halis. 
An art exhibition held in the 
Paul Creative Arts Center ended 
the events for the weekend. 
Some parems attended the 
schedµled functions loyally and 
others preferred to spend time 
with their children doing other 
things separate from the 
planneg. functions. · 
In aa.dition· to the Student" 
Activity Administrators meet-
ing with the Parents Association 
to evaluate this past weekend, 
evaluation forms were passed 
out to the paren~s for their 
input. They were asked to rate 
various· programs and offer 
suggestions for the future, said 
Romano. 
"We are always trying to fine 
rune the program," said Roma- _ 
no. 




The only problem with this 
year's program appeared to be 
the mailings sent our to notify 
• GRreJ t.ArJ D . 
the parents of the activities she 
said. Some parents, especially 
new ones, did not receive a 
nbtice and missed out on the 
weekend. Next year the Student ---... 
Activities Department will 
make sure they are notified well 
in advance. Romano said. 
.. ~. 00 # ..,._ •• 
RESUMES 
. Electronically Typed 
· $18.50 includes 
Joi i,11:.$1" 
Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes 
Plus---
25 copies * 25 envelopes * 25 extra sheets of paper 
· Changes easily made with our One Year memory storage 
Open Monday - Friday 8:30~5:30 
Durham · Copy 
Jenkins Court •Durham, N.H.•868-7031 
- - . 
October 27 November 2 
CAFETERIA 
Friday October 30 
All your favorite MU B specialties pre.pared by your 
favorite MUB Chefs. Stop by for lunch and start your 
weeken_d off with some good MUB cookin'!! '-
WHEN YOU SEE THOSE NIFTY POSTERS FOR HOT 
ENTREES IN THE MUB CAFE IT MEANS THAT THE 
MUB GRUB WAS PLANNED BY A _HOTEL 667 STU-
DENT AND PREPARED BY THE HOTEL 403 STU -
DENTS,_ ESPECIALLY FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT!! 





Stringbean_s with Cheese 
Corn Chowder 
Chicken Rice Soup 
. Apple Crisp 





Cream of Tomato Soup 
Autumn Soup 
Pumpkin Pie 
Thursday October 29 
Stuffed Peppers 
Bake.d Harn with Raisin Sauce 
Potatoes au Gratif'l . 
Butternui Squash 
Vegetable Tomato Chowder , 
Turkey Creole 
Apple Brown Betty 
Monday November 2 
· Chicken with-Yogurt Sauce · 
Stuffed Tomatoes 
Rice with Peas 
Green Beans 




Planning a meeting or party for the near future? Call 
MUS CATERING and let us help you out!! Impress your 
guests and save somi time. Call Diane at 862-2484 
for more information. . 
PISTACHIO'S 
Secret Spook gift certifiqlte$ are available now!! Treat 
someone to a medium sized ice cream cone. Only 80¢. 
Stop by Pistachio's October 26 through 30th for a 
tvionster Mash Sundae!! Two toppings, three flavors-
only $1 .99!!!!!! What a bargain! 
NIGHT GRILL 
Night Grill Speciais 
Monday- BLT 
Tuesday- Chicken Salad Sandwich 
Wednesday- Grilled Ham and Cheese 
Thursday- Hamburger 
Only 95¢ Monday - Thursday 3:00 - 9:00 pm 
THE PICTURE PLACE , 
located in the Cat's Closet 
Low, Low Pri~es and guaranteed quality. 
You Can't Beat It! 
"If Your Pictures Are No(Becoming To You, You Should 
-Be Goming To Us." 
MUB MARKETPLACE 
Oct. 27-28 sweaters and accessories qn the upstairs 
balcony 
Oct. 29-30 cut roses at very reasonable prices-upstairs 
balcony 
Nov. 2 designer sweaters on upstairs balcony. 
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Durham Shopping Center 
. Phone: 868-6230 
Hours: 
4pm-1 am Sun. - Thurs. 
i _"--_IJJl llli~~~ 4pm- 2am Fri. & Sat. 
DOl.tlNO'S 
PIZZA- -
. r:ll!ERS' driYersca,rylass 
/ 1han $20.00 
· Limited delivery •r•. 
Cool-Aid is a crisis intervention 
hotline operated and staffed by 
UNH students. Our confide'ntial 
services are .accessible to the UNH 
student body and surrounding 
towns. 
Cool-Aid is nq( only for people 
experiencing crises. No problem 
can be too small. · We can help you. . 
solve your problems, lend a help-
. ing ear or simply refer you to a 
contact that you may _need. · To 













' ~ .. is looking for an 
,--------~-----------~ 
! ADVERTISING ! . 
! , DIRECTOR . ! 
t~-------------------~ 
Be part of a growing organization with a strong future .. 
We need an agressive, motivated person with som~ 
advertising experience preferred. · 
/) 
• 
• G • • • • 0 
• -• • .. 
• • , o 
• • 
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----------PLAN---------
New Hampshire· . 
for the balance ot the debt, 
according to Director of UNH 
Dining Ingeborg Locke. 
"Although nothing is cast in 
· stone, we are talking about a $ 50 
fine," said Locke. 
That fine would ultimately 
benefit all 1students who use the 
dining halls, according to Rod-
erick. He said the fines would 
go back into the Dining Services 
reserve account, which could 
decrease the per person cost for 
meal plans in the future. 
In ordeJ. to insure that stu-
dents w~~ be able to earn a 
$1,000 in one semester without 
being overloaded with hours, 
the starting wage is proposed 
to be raised from $4.35 to $4.55 
per hour, said manager of UNH 
Dining Hannelore Dawson. 
At that proposed rate, stu-
dents are required to work 12 
and a half hours per week. If 
they work more often and pay 
back the debt sooner, they earn 
'payroll checks, according to 
Dawson. 
- - - ......... ;...l ... \...."'. ~•y h,... ... .,.;no 
- (continued from page 1) 
fixed hours the dining services 
hopes to "change the student 
system which is so eradically 
structured" into a more reliable 
operation. Excuses such as an 
exam the' next morning will not 
be accepted for missing work, · 
according to Dawson. 
Far from being a hinderance, 
being bound to this work re-
sponsibility will help improve · 
participants academics, said 
Locke. 
"Students with strong invol-
vement consistently do better 
in school because they are forced _ 
to organize their ti!1}e," said 
Locke. · -
The plan was originally to go 
into effect secorid semester, but 
the paper work and the "bureau-
cracy" will delay it until next 
fall, according to Dawson. 
The same program operates 
at the University of Colorado 
and is very successful. "They 
have waiting lists for students 
who want to work in the dining 
halls," said Dawson. "If any-
.t. =- ~ ~~~~ ~,~~~~ ~,~ ·,..,., ... ~,..,.,11 
·the ·university ofColorado for 
advise." 
Tom Aley, student senator, 
said he is· in favor of the plan 
as a whole but feels the penalty 
for breaking the contract is too 
harsh . . 
"Every contract isn't depend-
ent on a price if you break it," 
said Aley. '"I've worked during 
the summer and had to break 
my contract, but was never 
punished for it." 
Roderick disagreed, ''.Students 
sign _a contract, and whenever 
the-re's a contract you have to 
pay a price when you break it. 
When we contract a speaker and 
then we Cancel, there is a 
financial penalty we must pay 
and should pay." 
1 
- , 
"I think it's a· fantasic idea 
if the student understands what 
they a-re getting into. _It's nor 
like other jobs, you can't really 
just quit when you feel like it," 
said Junior Paula Basile. "I think 
there will be alor o_f pressure 




• Hooded Pullovers• Totes• Baseball Caps 
•Sweatshirts•Golf Shirts•Aprons•Custom Designs 
Plus hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items 
In-House Art Dept. 
_ 603/431-8319 
Autumn Pom:l Park, Rt. 101 • Greenland. NH 
Call your mummy. I 1 ... :
You remember. She was 
always there when you were 
frightened . And if you got hurt, 
she was standing by with.ban-
. dages:Wouldn't it feel good 
tO talk to your mother again 
rig.ht now? 
Calling over AT&T Long 
Distance Service probably 
costs less than you think, too. 
And if you have any questions 
about AT&T rates or service 
' a customer service repr:e-
sentative is always standing 
by to talk to you. Just call 
1 soo-222-0300: 
Sure, your schoolwork and 
your friends keep you busy. 
But call home and find out 
what she's wrapped up in. 
AT&T 
-The right choice. 
I · Write newS 
I 
i 
, ~nd sports fo~ 
The New 
I Hampshire· 
W~sy Owl for 
Clean. Water 
Give a hoot. 
Don't pollu~e. 
orest Service, U.S.D.A. 
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Young's Restau·rant -· · 
·& Coffee ShoP., Inc, · 
Breakfast Special -
Blllebnry pa,u;al,es .,.,,«J w/ U111111ge .JHltti, 
coffee or tea $2. 70 
Luncheon Special. 
Hot Virgi,,u, W«J l,a,n a,ul swiss .so.a ' . 
w/ e11p of · sot1p or chowtkr 
12.,0 
, Dinner Special 
Chicl,en c11tlet dinner sen,ed w / tossed 
salad, mashed potato•s, and 
a roll $3.60 An.. interview with Nobel Peace Prize recipient and Costa Rican President Arias was telecasted 
via satellite by the group Beyond War on Saturday~ (photo Mark Hamilton) 
48 -Main St., 
. Durham, N.H. 
"Quality hi-fi components at the right price" 
Boston Accotistics, ~ang & Olufson, Klipsch and many more. 
. . r"'-, ~ /"" '✓""v 
1-..._ -'-Y--;t·,/"J.~ Y"',_( '0 - -.~r'v'Y'--
/.1 '/ . '·\ r - .• . - ''\ 
. --~ -~~~----"--~ \ 
NeWE1gb\ndit1sit U•paiy . 




Prints and Slides from the'Sallle"fOII .. ----------Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Kodak's professional Motion Picture film for use in your 35mm camera . . 
Now you can use the same film ~with the same fine 
grain and rich color saturation - Hollywobd's top· · 
studios demand. Its wide exposure latitude is perfect 
for everyday shots. You can capture special effects, too. 
Shoot it in bright or low light-at up to 1200 ASA. 
• riu:E. Introductory Offer 
I D RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of Kodak MP film·. I 
for my 35mm camera. I'd like a 2-roll starter pack 
1
. I including Eastman5247® and 5294.® Enclosed is $2 for' 
I 
postage and handling. 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
1 
. What's more, it's economical. And remember, Seattle I 
FilmWorks lets you choose prints or slides, or both, I 
from the same roll. Try this remarkable film today! 
I 
· . . 2471 
NAME . I 
ADDRESS \. 
CJTY ______ STATE __ ZIP __ _ 
Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks 
500ThirdAvenue W., P.O. Box34056 . 
I 
I 
Kodak, 524 7 and 5294 are trademarks of Easanan Kodak Cq, Seattle FilmWorks is wholly separate from the 
manufacturer. ~rocess ECN-11 at Seattle FilmWorks with limit~ availability from other labs. ci1957 SFW Seattle, WA 98124 · . I 
..__ ____________________ ----· -----.. 
,/. 
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. New Hampshire Outing Club .· · 
·• Univei:sity of New Hampshire - Durham, ~ _.H. 03824 
~ '.s ·AL.Mos-r 1iME: ~R. 5kllN(1 ~EA<.iJN A~tt_11JI . 
~ER~ WoJJ'vD lbv,f ATr;~ 
. iuY T~AT ~W- · .· 
t:QUl~EN;- 1/ou ~EE:D 
Saturday, October 31 
8:00 p.m .. 
Johnson Theatre 
Tickets ;at · MUB Ticket office 
& at the :box office 
$25, $20, $15 
From powerful dramas to grand 
classics, the Royal' Winnipeg Ballet 
brinp dance excitement. Don't . 
m~ this internationally acclaimed 
company in a sensational pro-
. gramme of ballet. 
Arnold Spohr,_ Art.istic Director 




EffectiveM,onday, A~gu~t 31, 1987 the Campus Shuttle 
-wfll pick up at the followjng stops, every hour, at 
th~ ,minute/ times indicated. · . 
U:i~&.B. (7:00 am~6:00 pin) 
A-(ot . -
UAC 
:00 :20 :40 
:02 :22 :42 
:05 :25 :45 
:06 :26 :46 -
:07 :27 :47 
:10 :30 :50 
:11 :31 :51 · 
:12 :32 :52 . 
:15 :35 :55 
:H :37 :5_7 
SENIORS ··· 
' . . 'T. ·, , · , . . ' . ·, , , .· -_ .· , .. · ... , .. , .. :n-. 
It iStime for you tO have 
your Senior portp1if · · 
· ta k e n . fo r · t ·h. e · 1 9 8 8 
. I ., . 
GRANITE YEARBOOK~ 
Si.gn-ups _will begin the week of . October 19. 
Pi~t,ures,will begin · _Novemb~~ 2 
·. · : C')d will _run through · November 20. ·· 
You ,m<;Jy stop by_ th,~ Granite Office, , 
· · room 125, .MUB anyti.me Monda·y 
· _thro~gh -Friday. · ~ · · 
If you have any 'questions, . . 
please contact the G-ranite Office at 862-1 S99. Photos 
will be printed in color and appear in the·· 1988 Granite.: 
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Editorial 
Go with D.O~ 
- Dennis J. O'Connell is the best choice 
· for student trustee. O'Connell has .been 
an outstanding student leader in the UNH " 
community ao.d should_ prove to be an 
outstanding representative to ,the Board 
of Trustees for all of the students in the 
University System of.New Hampshire. 
0'ConnelJ' s assets lie in his experience 
in the Student Senate. As the Speaker -of 
that: body, O'Connell has . consistantly 
presided over the weekly meetings, and 
is abreast of all the past ~nd present issues 
that affect students. Looking to the future, 
O'Connell said some oJ the larger issues 
he would possiblly address as trustee would 
be legislative funding for the University 
System, campus alcohol policies, and 
· by her supporters as a "people person," 
however her senate experience is limited. 
Careful observers will notice DeLucia· has· . 
been absent from several weekly s.enate 
meetings, ~nduding a~ important roll call · 
vote on an a:ct to protect gay rights on 
campus. Whi.le her experience in dorm-
government, the greek system an9 rec sports _ 
is diverse, it is not the heavy hitting kind 
of experience she needs in the big league 
of the Board of Trustees. 
- . Despite· Sweeney's insist~nce ch~t he was 
unable to get on the trustee election _ballot 
because of ci~~umstantes_beyond his control,-
he, in plain , truth, missed .the application 
deadline. 
Sweeney ·also stated in the October 23 
issue of The New Hampshire that he was 
on the Ad Hoc Field House, committee, 
which he is not. 
Also Sweeney· s attendance at the weekly 
Stuqent Senate meetings _has been spor~tic 
at best,' and it ~s safe to say he has missed 
more Senate Executive meetings _ than, he 
has attended. Had he been. to those meetings 
he would have known the application 
deadline for the student trustee election~ 
We_ tan not trust Sweeney to represent the 
entire University System, v,then 'he Qlisre-
Lawrence Donovan is a sincere and-
divestment. · . 
As a member of the- Greek System, 
O'Connell has been active in house govern-
·qient. Also, he represents the diversity of 
campus: with his background in the 
UNH/Town Advisory Committee, Judicial 
·aoard, th~ater events and recreatio~d 
. enthusiasdc senator but is unrefined in 
his communication skills and tends to speak 
before thinking. Donovan vascillated on 
the recent senate bill to endorse a Dining 
Services work incentive program. While 
speaking on the senate floor, Donovan 
turned around from supporting the bill 
to being the only nay vote against it. Also 
jµdging from some of his senate speaches, . 
Donovan harbors an attitude that borders 
on antagonisti~, rather than •just aggressive, 
towa·rd the administrators. An US vs. 
THEM attitude is popular· rhetoric with 
·students, but is ineffectual' with 'trustees. 
presents himself to this campus. . 
sports. ,•.. . . _ 
~ ·-· _ o•·conQdl is a ·.bright, articuJate leader 
who comm.ands respect from· st'-:ldents, 
faculty ·and administrators. While _ he is. the 
'
0best chok~,, _ he ~ill g¢t ~ .'g9od~} un fo~ _his 
mo~ey _f tC>i;n the C>ther _ thr~e _candidates. ,,· 
-Eli~~betp Delucia has been characterized 
_· Sweeney is the only candidate with 
·working experience wit.h the Board ,of 
Trµstees , ,~ but ·, that is't,ne.gat:ed'·< by·)1is 
'performance ''aS ' a representive . .to 'the 
Student Senate and as a trustee candidate. 
O'(:onnell ' 1s the clear choice 'for the 
student bo~y ,to make in Wednesday's 
• ' strident ·trustee election. While he lacks 
direct co~tact with,presen:t tr~~tees,O'Con:.. 
· nell will ser·ve' a y.ear internsl}ip before 
be.coming. a. voting member next year· .. 
·~ith his sena·te ·and trustee -intern 
,experleace;~his, coirtntitmenr lin~ ~n'e}g -y, 
·_O'Connell_': wm ·be ~-·porent· pa'ckag~ to 
.represent student's on the. Board of Trustees. 
To the Editor, _ 
This year, the students of the 
University of New Hampshi,re at 
_Durham, have been given an op-
portunity that does oot come along 
very often. This year, our campus 
has the privilege o.f electing a 
- student to the USNH Board of 
· Trustees. This student will act as, 
an intern fot the remainder of this 
year .. and will become -a voting 
member_ of the Board for the year 
to come. Think of it. The Dnrham 
campus will have one of its students 
as an integral part of the decision 
making process that will affect not 
only our campus, but the Keene and 
Plymouth campuses as welt. We 
can't afford to waste such an 
. opportunicy. 
Obviously, there are specific 
qualifications that are ·necessary 
. to fill such a position. Our choice 
m,us:f have a. working knowledge 
p~Sition. Throughhis past affili-
ations with members of the Board . 
of Trustees as well as _all affiliations 
with our own Senate, he has ac-
quired a remarkably thorough 
knowledge of the workings of the 
University System. My personal 
experiences with him, through the 
MUB Board of Governors, Senate 
and · various other councils and 
committees, have proven to me that 
Pat possesses that second ·necessary, 
and important attribute. He is a 
pleasure to work with an9 is a. very 
respected coll~ague. 
Pat's personality along with his 
indepth knowledge of the U niver-
sity System is exaet blend that we 
need. Therefore, on Wednesday, 
it is very important that you 




of the aforementioned edition of 
the New Hampshire. -
After reading the Edi·torial on 
page 14, it seems clear to me that 
the student elected October 28th 
does not already h~ve to be an 
expert of the USNH. The first: year 
of the student trustee position will 
be an internship under Robert Holt, . 
the current student trustee, which . 
Pat Swee~ey seems to fo~get in 
many of has comments. His one leg • 
platform is getting shaky. -
What breaks his only leg for me, 
was Jindin,g out that Pat Sweeney 
is neither on the MUB Board of 
Governors, nor the Ad Hoc Field 
House Review Committee, contrary 
to his daims on page IL I'm 
s_hocked that Pat Sweeney would 
he to the UNH student body. Is this 
'who WE want for OUR student 
trustee? · 
Timothy Au~tia 0. 
Stok~ Res~dent 
- of the University System as well To the Editor, 
as an agressive yet unantagonistic . In reading the article "Candidates 
personality. Consequently, I pro- for Trustee ready," in your . 
pose that we, as the voting body 10/23/87 edition, it seemed to me 
Proud 
in which so ·much power has been that cand.idate Pat Sweeney is . 
instilled, do something that most standing on one leg for his cam- Editors Note: In response to Mi-
people would consider unheard of, paign. He gives the !mpression that . chael ~mith 1s Jetter to the Ed_i~or 
unorthodox and most importantly, he a.Jready work~ with tl:_le trus~ees, ' on FmJay October 2.3, concern,ng 
beneficial to all students. of the- and knows the-ins and outs of the a story reported by Sabra Clarke: 
. Universities of New. Hampshire. system . . From lll·Y understandi'ng The New Hampshire stands behind .· 
I propose that o{I the day of the · . of student government here at -the integrity and well- r~seatched ·. 
election, we write in rhe name of UN_H, the ~tudent' activity fee -story-filed l>y Clarke.· All the· facts 
Patrick Sweeney. · _. · . _. , cha•_ r __ pers .• on does .not haye .dir~c;t pre_sc_ nted in the artic __ le, were· care-
. Pat, the chairman ·of the 'SAF co~t;tct_ wn~ t~, Board ~f _Trust~ fully subst;mtiated by reliable sour- • 
council of the Student Senate, meets · as a part of ats job descraptaon. This ces. · 
both criteria. Thus, he ' is undoubt- ' is in direct conrrastto the statement · 
ed·ly ~he ~Qst .qualified· for ·the made .by Mr. Sweeney. on paswit · 
· . ·:·i t ~ ~., / ;;,. ·.: r~ ,,1. } 't ~ 
:•- -~ -~-·:1 f ,i 
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c-, ........ . 
caiyl Calabria 






Marjorie Ctterson · 
Graplll_cAsllmnll 
Carrie Bounds 
. Oeriise Bolduc · 






. JoAM Schambier 
Liz Uretsky 







Mark Bissell ..... ~ -· 
Karen 01Coilza' 
. ~=~~~fcik 
Chistopher Pollet . 
_ Mary Tamer ,.._.......,. 













Joanne Marino · 
tt~~'r:rthy 
Adam McKeown 
Alex Moll - · 
Joseph Moreau 
Charlie Mullteen 
_ Antpny B•y . 
AlexandfaRomoser 
·(ic Beth Severianee 
Nancy Taylor · ......... . 
Susan Aprifl , . 
Jim Carroll '. 
Ric Dube . 
RobfJ,t Hallworth 
• Marc ~amigqnian 
· Tim Thornton 
Cathleen Rice 
Kristen Waelde 
Debbie Winn ==--JasonDoris . - ·E~ Flaherty 
==■ · G. Thomas)Aley -









Scon Miller :.. 
Die' 1awyer -
. RObert Squier 
Drew Webster 
TtcMlcll .. lmw ' 
Leah Orton 
- - ~ • ·,I 
. c;il,ytCalabria 
· ,, EliiabfJth Crossley 
- " · Joanne Flaherty-
Etten Hams _ . . 
· Christine O'Connot 
. \ ! 
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· Meet the student treste:e="can:didates 
Elizabeth. DeLucia 
· To: adequately represent a boqy of people, three 
words come to mind; .contact, communications, 
:and commitment. Contact betw.een a representative 
. and their, constituants is vitalto maintain a harmonic 
balance in a system. Commuoications serve to · 
strengthen and upkeep the established ·contact_. 
Thirdly, ~ommittment reinforces the other two 
to function to the best of their potential. Withi_n 
reg~rds to the mle and responsibilities of a Student 
· Trustee, I feel well prepar~d and qualified to meet 
.. the challenge in all three '.'C" capacities. 
Since ny first semester at UNH, I have established 
contact with various facets of university life; 
presently as a Commuter Senator and Philanth~opy ' 
Lawrence Donovan 
' . ... . . 
Cha!r.per~~n of the Alpha Xi Delta pledge cta.ss, 
. , ' and m the past as Christensen Hall's Sports Mariager 
and floor representative, and as a chairperson for · 
the A!ea · III Holiday Drive. These contacts provic;le 
me with a well .rounded background to offer the 
Board of Trustees as a representative. of the Student 
Body. _ . 
Commur:iications is a continually growing skill, 
the· more contact with people one has, the more 
th~ op~ri:unity pr~~ents itself to practice and perfect 
this skill. _In addmon to classroom experiences, 
I feel that my communkation .skills have . be.en 
enhanced by the organizational groups I have. been 
a e..ar~ of and the leadership roles I. have held. 
I am a student here at UNH with some serious · With my _bala,nced ·~xperience in theUn,iversity · 
concerns about how UNH is run. The decisions · community and through meeting hundreds of fellow 
made by-administrators and staff members do not students, I know what is going on here and what 
,in~lude enough student.input .- We, the students, concerns students. We, the students;have concerns 
. · should be .there wh~n an idea is brought up at the -with the high costs _of att~nding this s·chool and 
. start, an·d not'Jold about something only after it living in Dur:ham ~nd the surrounding areas. We 
1 is finalized. We need to be involved from the start; are not impressed with the lack of response ·1:0 the 
· we need to be heard. · student issues. And . we do not accept the low level 
The Board of Trustees is the organization to whom , of · student input in~olved in the · decisioi1 making 
answers ha:ve to be made. lt.-is this organization · , process. ;- · .· - · '----.. · · ' · .' ,~ 
· :n~t~;t ·h;s· tl1e· finai. ~ay, the, !a§t,-laµgq. (t is, qn this . ' Where,do,I get this understanding? I; along with 
"~ oard that .. the students could be best represented. all the other candidafes, have been involved in the 
. We,_would know firsr:.hand what is going on, and Student Senate. My second year in the Senate .has 
our opinions would ht- heard directlv. There 'would allowed me m continue to be informed about UNH 
be no discrepancies between how the Board of happenings. I, too, · have sat on councils and 
Trustees thinks we would respond, and how we ·committees. I sit on the Judicial Affairs Council, 
would respond. The trustees could no lon'ger be . I am a · member of the Student Organization 
apathetic. to _ ~~e <;oncerns_.of _µs, _t~ic;;~_~R;d~9ts. · .... ~ .. /:-,: Committee, andl am on the Judicial Task Force. _· 
·~--...... ·:, ·""· _..; ;· · ,-./~: -·'1:Jtz,.~,..,,··"'-11.r'.;:·- ·-~ _ . .,..¥ - _. __ · ~ 
Dennis O'Connell 
.T~_lking_)vi~h~tt~dents all ove-r -campus~· it- came 
co my att~-ntion chat many students want ·co vote 
for the next Student .Trustee but they don't want 
to . _m.ake an. uninformed yore. I applaud you! I like 
t6 see· what I'm getting before I buy i~ too. 
· Unfortunately, however, by not voting in the Student 
· Trustee Etecti9ns on O~t'. 28, students are going , 
tO gee someone anyway and it may not be who we" 
/ want. Don't we want someone with commitment? '\ 
In order to get one's name on the ballot for the 
. Student Trustee elections, one had to secure the 
' names 'and identification numbers of 150 UNH 
,students. Why then did I, Dennis J. O'Connell~ not 
)top at 150 but continue until-I had 273 UNH student 
i,signatures? In a phrase, it is because I wanted my ' -
~- Patiick Sweeney 
My- nain~ is ·Patrick). Sweeney. I am the Student' 
:: Activity Fee Chairperson. Ifs time for a strong _, · 
. student voice in a posi·tion of power. That's why . 
·' I want you to write my name· in the "WRITE IN" 
· space for thi~ Wednesday's Board of Trustee election. 
,_ .. batlot application to reflect my commitment to 
students. Don't we want someone, with com111it-
ment? . . . 
I ,have been committed to UNH stude-nts as 
·speaker of the Student Senate, President of Alpha 
Gamma Rho, Sec/Treas of the lnterfraternity 
Council, President of lntervarsity Christian Fel-
lowship, on the UNH/Town Advisory Committee; 
and on the Acadeinic Standards and Advising 
Committee. These aren't ju_st positions. They 
represent a commitment to a wide. range of students. -
Don't .we want someone with commitment? 
I am committed to all students, Greeks, residential 
students, commuters, and student government 
leaders as I rub elbows with them daily . .I've learned 
·but none of these people are running. Part of the 
.fundamental problem is that only those positions,. 
and my~ position as SAFC chairperson, are the ones 
. 1."'.' 
The strengths of my experiences with people . 
· through contact ·and comniuni'"'ations has enabled 
me to develop a strong commitment toward the 
student . body, a commitment that is essential for 
a Student Trustee. · 
The Student Trustee is ·a. position that I feel 
strongly about arid am ready to take the initiative 
to meet the challenge with. all of my energy and 
enthusiasm in contact, , communications, · and 
commitment. Keeping these things in mirid when · 
you vote tomorrow, please ·choose who you feel 
will best serve you in that role. 
Thank you. 
· But my.experience has more .to deal with than•tides 
and committees. . ' 
I have worked llt Jodi'-:, h ~he mi'ili and evert 
in the dining halls. I have had my car towed;. I have 
had to take the shuttle and Coast buses and have 
had to _walk many miles when nothing- was available. 
I went through the Judici_al Syst~m.~.nd. am now 
. an RA. I arv an. Iridepe_n?ent, yet a.t .least half .of 
. "rhyJ>estfrie-nds 'are Gfeek. l"had,an und~~l~red ~ajor· 
for c.wo years and have ·had to batde (or classes . . 
. I have lived on 'campus in differe'nt halls a·nd in 
an off-campus apartment. I know the many students 
have to deal with because I have dealt with them. 
I am a typical student who would like to see 
something done. I hav~ heard the stud~nts' voice,s . 
· and am willing to work for the_•si~,difots. . _ --
to be sensiuve to student's concerns and am -
committed to voice these concerns through the 
proper channels. Don't we want someone with 
·c.ommitment? 
I will be committed to the responsibilities of 
Student Trustee·. I've spoken with Valerie S. Bancroft, 
Executive Secretary of the Trustees, to investigate 
· the responsibilities involved. I'm committed to 
·continue using my student perspective and l~ad-: 
ership experience to the benefit of students. Don't 
we want someone with commitment? · 
A vote for Dennis ) . O'Connell is a vote for 
- Commitment! · 
. The.-m~e works-through the summer as well. ·1 
did:haU the work of first semester SAFC 4uring · 
August, and over tht: phone in the summer. Let's 
get a pe·rson in' who _knows the issues; tight from 
the source. I've talked extensively with Dr: Victor-- · 
... ,, ~!!· :·"\ . ·~ 
I plan on doing a lot for. the students of our school, 
. as well as Keene State and Plymouth State; but 
that ever get in working contact- with the trustees. 
' It's time to get a c~mmunicatio·n that doesn't go 
through the administration. A strong voice that 
comes right from the trustees. Write in Sweeney. 
Azzi,,Cotton Cleveland, and other important trustees / 
I need your help. · _ .. 
My pos.ition this year has given me a unique 
knowleage witpin and without the system~ There The role of the student trustee i~ an equal to all 
are only a handful of people who are able to deal the other members of the board of trustees. A voting 
with the trustees, the administration, the faculty, - membe.r on what actually effects what happens 
and-the students. Although man1. people may have to the ~tudents. We need someone who will speak 
:spoken w.ith a,11 or many of these people I have :out for:-studen~ .;oncerns, who won't back down 
,:,actually worked.with them all. There are other people · ., j: · .from aaminis..tration ,pr~ssure, someone who has 
who have wor-ked with the same people; the student . · .proved/that in .the _past. We need a student who _. 
·:body.president, the student body vice president, will do ~mething. A student who will be outspoken 
_the S~udents for the University chairperson, the for ot-h~r components of the system as well.Write 
, .. , f-i1la-ncial .Aff~irs-,and ;-administ~ation ch-air-person,' · in~Sweeney. . · 
as well. They've told ine many of the_ issues coming 
up the fol.lowing -year. They've encouraged me to 
run. The way that others have found out about things -
coming up is from the administration. It's a different, 
. and . more accurate story from the trustees . . That's 
· where we . need to hear it directly- from; uncensored. 
I promise to give the complete story, and have all 
the' facts co back it up; no matter w:hat the, 
administration says. It's time for students to mak~ 
.a d•fference. Please vote on Wednesday at the dining 
hall$, and the MUB. You won't see Sweeney on 
the ba!lot until you write it in-. Write in Sweeney. 
Thank you. · 
.• 
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Max Creek AmalingHot 
Elly Afu;ling 
Johnson Theater 
October 25, 1987 
By Patrik~Jonsson 
skill at melting the bitter; 
molasses-like German language 
into sweet, sweet honey. It 
Truck Through MUB_ 
· · stirred the audience to the point 
Like raindrop's on a window, · where clapping was almost 
the swirli 1g soprano notes of . omitted in fear the cracking 
the world renowned Dutch noise would spoil the fragrance 
soprano Elly Ameling showered of the closing notes. 
the Johnson Theatre Sunday 
night as part pf the UNH 
Celebrity Series performances. 
They even succeeded in quench-
1ng a panic that rippled through 
the theater: fire. . 
Early in .the performance a 
smell as though someone were 
frying eel with no oil spread · 
through the auditorium, chok-
ing even the musty pipe smoke 
that lingered. Stepping down 
frorri the .expected aloofness of 
popular performers, Madame 
Ameling quickly and calmly 
settled the confusion, explaining 
·the blown dimmer fuse that had ~ 
caused the stark-smelling 
smok!=. 
Other highlights in German 
were "Vergebliches Standchen" 
by Brahms, a childish but fun 
song about a lover's woos, and 
"Nocturne" by Josheph Marx, 
the _classic, classically per-
formed. 
After a brief intermis.sion the 
lights were turned up at the 
request of Madame Ameling in 
order for the English transla-
tions in the program to be 
visible to the audience . The 
brightened lights, however, 
damaged the mood the first act 
had ingrained, and some of the 
radiance of her voice diminished 
against the brighter lights. 
Aside from the unpleasant 
odor, the performance was 
marred only by the wide range 
of languages performed, which 
on one hand i.µ1pressed, on the 
other, distracted, apd some 
a'nnoying lighting toward the 
end of the performance. 
The quick and short "Viens! 
Les gaz0ns sont verts!" by 
Gounod opened the French set 
Max Creek appeared along with Savoy Truffle in the MUB Pub Saturday Night. 
(Craig Parker photo) 
Ba~y Bo'om · TV Fodder 
By Marc A. Mamigonian 
Elly Amaling appeared last Saturday night Johnson Theater. 
Listen - I should have known 
something was seriously wrong 
when two world-class geeks like 
Rex Reed and Michael Medved 
haile~ this film as nothing short 
of a comic masterpiece. How-
ever, my faith in Diane Keaton's 
judgement caused me to over-
look these two cretinous critics 
- after all, maybe they were right 
for -once. Wrong, wrong, and 
wrong again. That a film as. 
weak as this · one could possibly 
be hailed as anything better than 
a very average T.V. sitcom (and 
She sang a reportoire of songs 
from five languages, covering 
many of the great virtuosos: 
Haydn, Mozart, Schubert, 
Brahms, Gounod, Duparc, and 
others. The German tunes were 
the strongest, the English the 
weakest; the French, Spanish 
and Italian sandwiched between, 
nicely. . . 
Although her rolling Dutch 
accent was wonderful to listen 
to as she spoke, it was ill-fit to 
the English lyrics. She sang 
"The Mermaids Song" by Haydn 
and "Think On Me" by Lady 
John Scott and the hymnal 
melodies souQ.ded awkward in 
her European phrasing. Her 
true flair is for German and 
French and the English pieces 
were probably added just to 
bring the audience closer to the 
music. The music, however, held 
its own, without artificial in-
gredients. 
After the introductory Haydn 
song, she started into the Ger-
man '.'Sei Du mein Ti;ost" by 
Moza·t t whete ·she showed h·e,r 
not even an NBC sitcom; at best, 
it was ABC) is indicative of one 
of songs but could not quite of two possibilities (probably 
recapture the mood. "Le Cour- both): that no one knows how 
, beau et la Renard" by Caplet did to make comedies anymore 
however, and showed how at except Woody Allen, and/or 
one with her songs Madame that most critics wwould not 
Ameling is, her impish features know good comedy if it kicked 
straining to the words. The them ·in the rear end (I am 
tapping keystones of Rudolf almost ·sure that this is the case 
Jansen, the accompanyist, bright- with Rex Reed, at least). 
ened the song and it ended as When you put anyone as 
one of the moments of the talented as Diane Keaton in a 
evening, hands clapping and ' comedy, it is inevitable that she 
faces smiling. · will get a few laughs on her own, 
· She closed with "Del cabello regardless of how witless the 
mas sutil" by F.J. Obradors ~nd script might be. This is certainly 
"La Seranata" by Tosti. -'Del true in Baby Boom, particularly 
Cabello ... " ended'"'1 stunning in the early scenes, before the · 
performance with a jack-knife movie becomes completely 
ending: held note cut clean. lame. She is a get-it-done-
Bravo. · · yesterday business executi,ve 
Not to be brushed under the called. the tiger lady, who loves 
mat is the pianist, Rudolf the rat race, and who lives only 
J ans-..:n. His mastery C>f . the for her work. Obv-iously, she has 
songs, and his long-time .. expe- . no time for marriag~, although 
rience with Elly Ameling, she lives "·with another crown 
enabled him to punctuate each jewel of yuppiedom, played by 
song with precision, pla'cing Harold Ramis (w.ho gets about 
each note to perfectly accent the two good lines before he van-
. stirring vocal melodies. A splen_- ishes from the movie). One.day, 
, did .time was, ,had by all. · . . ,. her·cohsin dies, and guess what? 
She· inherits his baby (it seems 
that she is . his only living 
relative). Silly me, I never knew 
that babies could be inherited 
like, say, an old dresser, but then, 
I know so little about such 
· complex leg~l ~atters. 
Anyway, to her initial cha-
grin, she suddenly has a baby 
to look after, at least until she 
can get rid of it. These are the 
only truly funny scenes in the 
film, and it is pure Keaton; 
carrying the baby under her arm 
like a briefcase, spraying the 
. baby with Fantastic when she 
makes a mess with her food, and 
trying to leave her with the bag-
check girl so that she can make 
a business lunch. However, after 
. that, it's pretty much cliche city. 
The troubles with diapers, baby 
gets sick, baby needs a sitter, 
ad nauseaum, until it's all over 
now, baby blue, as far as comedy 
goes. 
For a while, the absolute 
dearth of creative ideas by the 
. writers is revealed by the fact 
that, every time they need a 
laugh,. the director cuts to a big 
· closeup of.the baby looking cute, 
or stupid, or whatever, which 
is sure to get at least half of the 
. theater .to go "Oooh!" Now, I 
, dor,i't know .abo,µt yoµ, -b11t if.. 
· there is one thing I hate, it is 
seeing a ro'om full of presumably 
intelligent people reduced to 
cooing over a baby. ( 
It is on ~his nauseating men-
tality level that the. movie works 
for a while, as Keaton grows to 
like the baby (by the way, didn't 
we see all this once in "Mr. 
Mom"?), and she decides that 
she ·can indeed Have It All; 
career and family. So, she packs 
up and moves to Vermont, starts 
(what else) a gourmet baby food 
business, falls in love with the 
local veteranarian, played by 
Sam "I look like I'd really rather· 
· be off writing songs with Dylan" 
Shepard; in the midst of which 
is every lame and hackneyed 
New England small-town joke 
conceivable; the old-timers on 
the general store porch, the 
plumber/builder/sax player 
who says nothing but "yup" and 
"nope" and who sure knows 
how to take those · city slickers 
for a ride, ayup. 
· But enough, lest I die laugh-
ing. All-of this sounds like it was 
lifted off the Newhart Show is 
at. least funny sometimes. An.-
yway, you don·~ have to take q:iy 
word for any ot this. If you really 
want to., you could listen to 'Rex 
Reed,_ ,b.µtJotJ will liave to live 
. with tha(fo.rever. ·' · 
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By Arthur Lizie 
Back in the mid-seventies, · 
-New York ·was the happening 
scene. You had the Ramones, 
The.Talking Heads, Patti Smith, 
Television,. and countless others · 
. shaping the music that we listen 
to today. Now, it's the late mid 
eighties or the early late eight-
ies, depending upon your pers-
pective, and The Ramones and 
The Talking Heads are a bunch 
of reP-etitious, washed-up old 
men and women, Patti Smith 
has had her proverbial solo 
album in the can for all of 
Reagan's presidency, and T_el- · 
evision broke up and faded from 
memory in the midst of the late 
seventies' disco era/ error. 
Bur wait, there is a glimmer · 
of hope in all of this seeming 
decay and misuse of talent, and 
rh'at hope is Richard Lloyd. 
Richard Lloyd, along with Tom 
Verlaine, was the frontman for· 
Television. He was an inventor, 
a creator. Listening to Televi-
sion, on either their self titled 
debut disc or Marquee Moon, 
can be __ a very heady experience: 
you can either rediscover the 
roc;k·song, or you can play name 
_ that ripoff. 
Firstly, Television created 
wonderfully, expansive pop 
songs; ones that still live up in 
the rigors of the modern pop · 
wqrtd._ Secondly, it seems as if, 
just ·about .everyone around 
today who is worth listening to 
has ripped the band off in some 
shape or form.Don't'think that 
The Edge would be whirlingoff 
his guitar wizardry today-with-
out the aid of a few listens to 
the duo of Verlaine and Lloyd. _ 
. Rea.I Time is Lloyd's third 
solo , disc. It's a live record 
recorded last April 21 and 22 
at New York'.s hallowed club 
CBGBs. This recorcl, along with 
his last studio effort Field of Fire 
shows that Lloyd has ably kicked 
hi~ drug habit and has set 
himself on the straight and 
noble road, once again allowing 
himself to reach for brillance. 
On this disc he comes very 
close to brillance. Nor that this 
disc is very much different than 
any number of other pop re-
cords, it's just that this one 
conraips a creative edge not 
often found. The songs jump 
off the grooves. The vocals are 
tiglit, crisp and timely. The 
guitar rings throughout the 
sound, cradling · the melody and 
defining it when necessary. This 
stuff is hot. · 
The band, b_assisr Jon K., 
· drummer Ed Schockley, and 
guitarist David Leonard, is also 
hot, not to mention solid 
throughout the disc's riine 
songs. Oh yeah, talking about 
nine songs, the cassette version 
contains an extra track, "W arch . 
Yourself," while the compact 
disc contains the tape track, plus 




By Arthur Lizie 
The ugliest picture of a rock 
band ever published was a mid-
seventies photo of Yes. You can 
rake your Rolling Stones and 
New Model Army and Georgia 
Satellites, this photo was the 
most hideous photo ever of rock 
musicians. The hair and the bell 
bottoms barely allow one to see 
the members' faces, not that that 
t.ask would be especially reward-
ing: Steve Howe loo_ks as if he ,.. 
was just woken up form a pre- · · 
historic nap while Rick Wake- . 
man thinks he's a Merlin or 
· someone like that. We' re talking 
grade A, FDA apprnved, ugli-
ness. 
It's the eighties now and 
MTV is very important, so the 
, band has cleaned up their look 
a bit. Not to say that they're 
attractive or anything, it's just 
that they no longer look foolish 
One thing you have to cred-ir 
them for is being smart enough_ 
not to include their pictures with 
their records. Maybe they'd get 
on Solid Gold if Chris Squire 
would stop munching on Oreos 
between takes ... 
Anyways, the matter at hand 
here 'is Big Generator, the latest 
disc from Yes, one, of the bas-
tions of the sixties. Overall, it's 
a better disc than their 1983 
comeback 90125. It's even, more 
"dynamic; more diverse, and less 
arena-rock like. There's no 
Kansas-like theatrics of 
"Changes" or sappy sentimen-
tality of "Hearts," but_ neither 
is there a clincher like the 
striking "Owner Of A Lonely 
Heart." Ir's major downfall is 
that it is .more produced, a case 
of too many cooks spoiling the 
broth, as the band, Trev or Rabin 
(isn't he part of the band?), Paul 
De Villiers, and former member 
Trevor Horn all sat behind the 
board. 
For some unknown reason, 
the same band is pack as last disc. 
No,John Wetton or Bill Bruford 
· or Carl Palmer or even Ar hold 
Palmer didn't hook up with the 
ever changing quintet. Jon And-
erson is back, featuring his 
powerfully angelic tones. Chris 
Squire, the ,only charter member 
to appear on all the albums, 
returns with one of the five best 
basses around. Falshy youngster 
Trevor ,Rabin, still intent on 
giving a lesson in guitar hisrory 
with every solo, appears com-
petently. Keyboardist Toriy 
Kaye and drummer Alart Wh1te 
have both returned, a little older, 
and maybe, one· would ho·pe, _a 
little .wiser. 
The only downer on the 
record is the first single "Love 
Will Find A Way." From the 
pretensious opening violm lick 
to rb.e all-too-slick production, 
this track just flops. lt will 
undoubtedly be a hit. 
The rest of the disc is a 
wonderful treat for any Yes fan. 
"Rhythm Of Love" and "Final 
-Eyes" each recall an earlier Yes 
era, the former the underrated 
Trevor l-ior;n manned Drama 
period and the latter the expan-
s i've _ Close To The Edge · era. 
Both tracks should find a quick 
home in the hearts of fans. 
The most bizarre track is 'Tm 
Running." On this ear-your-
hearr-out-Steve Howe number, 
Trevor Rabin performs the 
most peculiar stylization of 
"Tequilla" yet heard. Yes does 
flame.nco. · 
The record is tounded out 
. with the title track, which turns 
out to be this record's "Leave 
It,", "Shoot High Aim Low," 
which succeeds . in spite _of 
obvious lyrical deficiencies, and 
"Holy Lamb tSong For H ar-
?1o~ic Co~1Vergence)," which 
1s a very nice song once you get 
past the humor of the title. 
· Big Generator is a solid and 
tho.rough follow up to 90125, 
one of the most pleasant rock 
surprises of the decade. Once 
.again Yes have taken their 
rightful place in the modern 
rock world, even if they are all 
chubby and pushing forty. · 
.Bruce 1s In Love 
White." First the BoDeans do 
it, and now this, when will this 
madness end? 
The disc's finest moment is 
rhe opener "Fire Engine," a 13th 
Floor Elev-arors tune that Tel-
evision often used to perform 
. live. It's fun and it hits hard (it's· 
got a goo·d beat and you can 
dance to it), what more can you 
ask from pop. 
. Other highlights. include .. 
"Misty Eyes," a love ballad that 
Joey Ramone only wishes he 
could write, "Alchemy," a wond-
erfully expansive mindbender, 
al)d "Field of Fire," a must listen 
for any . student of- the modern 
guitar solo. 
Re~l.Time is a-great little disc . r 
'that will probably bypass the 
ears' of most rock listeners. 
When the songs does reach 
virgin ears, it may rake a few 
listens, bur the-effect will even-
tually hit. Make the effonand 
give this disc 2 listen, because-
Richard -Lloyd is more than 
~orth the extra effort. 
Bruce Springsteen 
Tunnel Of Love 
Columbia Records 
By Tim Thornton 
The Boss has fallen in love. 
He's not hidin_g out in Candy's 
room anymore, and he's not 
chasing Sandy around under the 
Jersey boardwalk. Wendy may 
be born to run, but no longer 
with Bruce. Face it folks, Ro-
salita will not come out tonight 
or any other night ever again. 
· )'he Boss has fallen in love, the 
real thing_ this time, and--he's 
going to tell us all about it. ~nd 
we're all going to listen. 
If you think you can fast-
forward past the acoustic ro -
mantic ballads and put an ear 
to only- the obligatory singles 
. that Tunnel of Love has to offer, 
think aga1n, -because as far as 
Top-40 dime store 3-chqrd 
"cash registe-r-is-music-ro-my-
ears" one:.song wonders _go, 
there ain't_ a one on this new 
Springsteen disc. 
Some say· Bossman is stta1:1ge 
in this way. In 1980, he relea:sed 
The River, a two ... record set tbat 
vaulted the E Street Band over 
the brink of recognition. Instead 
of following up with an expected 
· sure-seller (i.e. a live· record or 
a greatest hits collection that 
feeds off the preceeding wave 
of success), Bruce locked himself 
away for two years and in 1982 
opened the door and tossed out 
Nebraska to Springsteen.,. 
hungry fans as if to say "Yeah, 
but whaddaya thi!}!_~fthis?" 
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Booga/oo ---------BRUCE----------/ 
• f'.' ' 
Swamis 
THE BOOGALOO SWAMIS 
The Boogaloo Swamis, a contemporary cajun/zydeco dance 
band, will celebrate the release of their first record this Friday, 
October 30 at The Stone Church in Newmarket. Doors open 
~'-- at 8 p.m., and tickets are $3 at the door. 
and then retreated into seclusion 
for another couple of years. 
Nebraska, with only the beau-
tifully fragile "A,tlantic City" 
as its single, fared poorly on the 
charts, and wa,s generally 
loathed by the pop public for 
its country burned edges and 
overall jagged coldness and 
desperation. Bruce of cou~se, 
loved it, and allowed only those 
who stuck by him to be called 
his true fans. 
Springsteen has put us to the 
test again. Aft~r 1984's mega-
everything Born in the U.S.A. 
· and the three hour live compi-
lation set (a very un-subtle act 
-Qf greed on Columbia's part last 
Christmas), the second test of 
loyalty has arrived, only this 
time it comes across a ·lot more 
expected and a bit more s_incere 
on Bruce's part. Give the guy 
credit, he really is in love, and 
has wanted so badly to be able 
to write about it'. There is now 
a Mrs. Springsteen, whose pres-
ence can be felt _on everx song 
on the new album. As if to 
confirm all of my worst night-
mares, I fear she's also helping 
Bruce grow up, SOJTiething the 
Boss vowed he'd never do. __., 
Analyzing Bruce· isn't exactly 
(continued {ro,tn 'page 18) 
like deciphering Egyptian. ruins, 
and the topic of Tunnel of Love 
is--surprise, surprise--romance. 
The album covers the ups and 
downs of love in a casually 
chronological manner; the tran-
sit ions between each idea are 
flawless. Tunnel o/ Love opens 
with Bruce's voice (alone and 
unaccompanied, of course) how- · 
ling his loneliness in "Ain't 6ot 
You". The first side reveals the . 
ins and outs of love in story-like 
fashion--shyness in "Tougher 
Than The Rest," innocence and 
blind faith in "All That Heaven 
Wiil Allow" --and Spdngsteen 
leaves it up.to Side Two to come 
up with the realizations and 
draw the conclusions. ''You've 
got to learn to live/with what 
you can't rise above/if you wa~t 
to ride on down/ in through this 
tunnel of · love" the Boss asserts 
later on in the ·title track. 
The music itself on Tunnel 
of Love is relatively simple and 
serves only as a backdrop to the 
lyrics and their meanings. Clar-
ence Clemons appears once on 
the album to add backgr-ound 
vocals while leaving his sax at -
home and Nil's Lofgren's com-1. 
pressed lead work makes its way 
onto only one cut. While the 
absence of both of these artists 
is quite noticeable, it is also 
understandable that a single_ 
with a-'-'hit song" label slapped 
on it would destroy- the quiet 
. continuity created by the whole. 
. The 12 cuts on-Tunnel retain 
Springsteen's usual lyrical bril-
liance, coming across as blu!}tly 
honest and open. On "Ain't Got 
You" Bruce admits he's "been 
paid a king: s ransom for doin' 
wb.at comes naturally" in his 
· lifetime. The candidness rums 
almost humorous a t times_. 
"Bobby said h~' s pull out/Bob~y 
stayed in/Janey had a baby/ It 
wasn't any sin" 'the Boss relates 
in ···spare Parts" which goes on 
to tell "Spate parts/ and broken 
hearrs/.~eep the wor{d turnin' 
around. 
- .. V~lentin~·s Day" ends the 
album, and as is the norm with 
Springsteen albums, Bruce has 
chosen his closing song care-
fully. A sad song with a happy 
title, the Jersey Kid reminds us 
that amidst all our joy, the 
reality and fear .of loss is always 
there whether or not we choose 
to cqnfront it; because "When · 
you're alone, you ain't nothing 
but alone." 
And it has to be the truth. The 
Boss says so. 
TheWr.ldJs Still 
The Greatest Classroom 
OfAll 




Applications are now being accepted 
for the University of Pittsburgh-
sponsored Semester at Sea. · 
Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey 
aboard the American'-built S.S. Universe 
literally offers you the world. 
You can earn 12-15 transferable units 
.from your choice of more than 50 lower-and 
· upper division courses, while calling upon·-
places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong, 
India, Turkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia 
and Spain . . 
It is a learning adventure designed to 
transform students of every color, race and 
creed 1nto true citizens and scholars of 
·the world. 
For full information, including a catalog and applicationl call 
1-800-854-0195 / l-412-6-t:8-7490 in PA. Or write Semes~r at Sea, 
Institute for Shipboar«l Education, ,.,.~:, ~:=~~· ~,,r-, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania /~.\ 
15260. / · ,· \ 
Then prepare foi:_ the , · 
learning adventure of 
your life. 
will be on campus 
, November 2 & 3(Monday 
& Tuesday) with information 
tables in the MUB · -
-Video films will be held 
'at 7:00pm in the 
Forum Room Df the library. 
All interested students, 
faculty, · and alumni are · 
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For your convenience, Kinko's 





Great c~ples. Great peopre. 
















ALSO: International Student 
ID. Youth Hostel Passes and 
ElJAAIL Passes issued on 
the spot! 
Call tor FREE CIEE 
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Jumpin' Jake . \ by Robert Durling . 
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MAIN · STREET 
· by Kenneth G. A/Jen and Scott Miller 
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STUDIO Apt. in downtown Newmarket 
behind Post Office, Heat included, 
$325/mo. Call days 868-5558, nights 659-
7320, ask for Christine. 
Roommate wanted to share three bedroom 
Dover apt. available Nov. 1st. $225/mth. 
plus utilites. Call 430-2347. 
' Apartment located minutes from downtown 
Portsmouth, Quiet resipential neighbor-
hood, convenient to Kari-Van, heat in-
cluded. Available Nov. 1 $300 month . 
Contact Bob 431-2944 or 436-8110. 
Must sell- Two stereos and one ten speed 
bi.ke. Ca.II Mark Portsmouth- 431-4669 
Leave message 
1 ~82 Pontiac T-1000 . Standard, 4 door 
in EXCELLENT condition . $1700 or best 
ofter. 7 42-0001 
1988 CAMPAIGN T-SHIRTS. T.-shirts with 
resumes for 1988 presidential candidates. 
Wear resume of : Dukakis, Bush, Jackson, 
Dole, Simon, Kemp, Gore, Babbht, R0bert-
son or Gephardt. $9 .95 to RESUME MU-
CHO, Dept. ~2T, Box 1897, Brookline, MA 
02146. Sizes S/M/L/XL. 
1_980 VW Rabbitt Diesel, 2 door, AM/FM, 
4-speed Very gciod condition, well main-
tained car, no rust or damage. 50 & DPG. 
Great second car. Asking $995. 862-2172 
days or 335-2370 e.ves. 
1981 Chevrolet Van Good condition New 
brakes, heavy duty shocks, Ladder rack 
$1300 Call 659-2983 and leave message. 
FOR SALE .. . RELIABLE CAR 1980 Pontiac 
Sun bird, 4 speed, 2 door 70,000 miles, Good 
Condition. With new snow TIRES. $950 or 
B/O CaU Steve 431-1°613 eves. bet. 9 p.m. 
Motorcycle- 81 , Kawi GPZ 550 Runs good, 
new tires. Asking $700, but must sell call 
862-4144 ask for Jay, Rm. 224 
1984 Gibson Les Paul Costom Excellent 
Cond. Hard cover case $400 Call 868-9872 
Ask for Christian if not there leave name 
number. 
Fleetwood Mac tickets October 30 and 31st 
(two tickets each date) at Boston Garden. 
Call Rich at SAE 868-9831 
1980 Mercury Capri- 4 speed Gray hatch-
back, 59,000 miles, new battery and 
exhaust. Call 431.-5838. · 
1982 SUBARU GL 4 DOOR SEDAN 5 
:,peed, radi· , new tires, shocks and battery 
$1,950 Ca bby 7 42-0117 
THE FAR SIDE · 
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CLASSIFIED 
1986 SUBARU GL XT sports coupe loaded, 
including air . "But Dad, it is a Subaru!" 
Asking $8500.00 Contact Jo. 362-4 7 46. 
', 
We bought first new car! Now must sell 
1978 Ford Fairmont. Good condition. Best 
offer. 862-2342/ 749, 3412. 
1975 Dodge Dart Sport. 3 speed, AM-FM 
stereo , new exhaust, engine in excellent 
condition, $1100 or Best offer, Must sell, 
Call:Jim 868-3137 · 
1977 VW Rabbit 2 door, 4 speed,. AM I FM 
Radio, good tires, Runs well, no. rust 868-
2727 after 5 p.m. $695 or BO 
SOLOMON SX90 Ski Boots excellent 
condition _Solomon size 355 fits 1 0 1 /2 -
11 1 /2 $140,. 742-1230 
DYNAMIC VR 27SG Giant Slalom skis 210 
-cm Marker M40 bindings used for only 6 
runs. Like new $225 _or BO 742-1230 
1975 Dodge Dart sport, 3 speed runs 
excellent, new exhaust, AM~FM stereo; 
$1000 or BO call: 868-3137 (Jim) 
Christmas is coming! Buy yourself or 
someone ·else some new equip-
ment/ clothing at NHOC ski sa:e Nov. 11-
14 Granite STate Rm. MUB 
Want to look hot on the Mountain this year? 
Come to the NHOC ski sa~e .. Nov. 11-14 
Granite State Rm.MUS 
SKI!° SKI! SKI! NHOC ski sale Nov. 11-14 
Gran it~ State Rm. MUB 11th 9am-7pm, 
12th & 1-3th 1 0am-6pm, 14th 9am-4pm. 
Have any usuable equipment you want to · 
sell _at the NHOC ski sale? Call us for more 
info 862-2145 
CASH CASH CASH Distribute flyers co 
Seacoast Homes· and Businesse:; . Own trans-
portation. Walking ~hoes- Friendly- Call 
Apple Painting & Renovation, Portsmouth 
431-4669 Leave message. 
VOGEL's Hallmark shop; Fox Run M~ll 
. Salespersons (Local) $4.00 hr., 12 hours/wk 
in nice environment- flexible hours . 431-
8805 
WANTED!!! Agressive, Enthusiastic st~dencs 
to join ·the '87-'88 Student Travel Services 
Sales Team. _Earn free trips and cash, set your 
own hours, and gain excellent sales experience 
while marketing Winter and Spring Break 
Vacations. For more Information call l i S00-
648-4849. 
Individual Student or Campus Organization 
needed to run on-campus credit card mar-
keting program. Earn up to $150/day. Call 
Carol at l-800-592-2121 
Masseuse wanted for busy executive. Expe-
rience ·not necessary. Two to four hours per 
week, regular schedule. $30 per "hour. 603-
964-6913. . 
Setup people needed for small, new conference 
room facility in Portsmouth. Work mornings, 
afternoons or evenings when ·meetings are 
booked--work when you want on an on-call . 
basis for that much needed cash. $5/hr. Call 
for more info. 433-5300 
Personal Care ,Attendent. $6/hr. No expe-
rience necessary. Hours negotiable. Easy work, 
great boss. Call Dan at-692-4764. Evenings. 
Ii.9meworkers wanted! Top Pay! CI. 12124th 
Ave, N .W. Suite 222 Norman, OK73069 
Rubes® By Leigh . Rubin 
~ _M,,J& -~ .c!kur evd Ht_ C~. 
Jl ~ ;~ ~ cd -~ ~v ~-
~ ~ ')~ ~ u,..J_ ·~._1L C~ . 
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ALJ- Pact #3; "And Pooh just is. " Smile, 
Smile, Smil~! KLK. 
Pandy -Have a great 20th Birthday! Love, 
DELUCIA FOR STUDENT TRUSTEE VOTE 
WEDNESDAY,J N DINING HALLS, LIBRARY 
AND MUB. 
the whole gang- Krispi, Amber, Bucky & . Face down in the snow again you laugh 
THINK SNOW!! NHOC is having their ski 
sale Nov. 11-14 Granite State Rm. MUB. 
Old/New e~uipment and accessories! Budd! Ari, Let's play midnight basketball agai Q' · 
Found near new Hampshire Hall; Male , Roses are Red, Violets are Blue, Shoobie sometime. Dee (I was the one wearing_ SKI! SKI! SKI! NHOC ski sale Nov. 11-14 
<;:,ranite State Rm. MUS 11th 9am-7pm, 
12th & 13th 1 0am-6pm, 14th 9am-4pm. 
black and white cat with flea collar, has b · ) 
mark on shoulder. Please call 868_6147 
Doobie Doobie Doo, One, Two, buckle my _o_s_e_s_s_1o_n.:...· __________ -'--
shoe ·Shove a big tunafish up your wazoo Joe, Thanks for Fri. nite. Friends Forever'.' 
Found in the Quad- an adorabl.e black and 19B Love Al 
\~;D::::::~~::l r tiger k=~~:·;:~:6:•,1,i_r_;_:1_(_,_ ~f lt~I~l~~~~}}f lit;;r~~ ~~:0-. w-.,,.p-:;:';,-: -;-_;~--: -~-:...:;::::,~:::;:::•~:::::::~:::,=:L=.:·=.=_*M=,, ;=;=-::~-;;;~ • . 
TYPE? , .. .-.-:·: :'"''''''''''' ::\::;:~t::::;;; ltl\\ '::'::::':::::::::?:::: ff'i( ... ::,: "(\ 9 Way. The time to be frightened is Sat. Oct. and surrounding towns. Reasonable rates_. 
The New Hampshire is looking for a few 31st from 6-10 p.m: at The Manison on 59 Call 659-2766 after 5
 p.m. on weekdays 
·good people. UNH for .Dukakis. Organizational meeting. Main SL • ad all day weeke
nds. 
Come to a meeting in RM. 151 in the MUB Thursday Oct. 29th 6:30--7:30 Merrimack Come 1·oin all the ghosts and goblins at Lear n Astrology - Learn about new age 
at 8:00 p.m. on Wednesday October 28th, Roo·n MUB Kappa s,·gma/ Ch_·, Omega's Th1'rd annual 
S d 
· · · astrology and your daily astroluck. en 
that's TOMORROW! Haunted House. The scariness happens SAE LITTLE SISTER OPEN RUSH TUES- self-addressed stamped envelope to Paul 
It's not just a job it's an adventure! Sat. Oct. 31 from 6-1 o p.m. at The Mansion · DAY OCT. 27 8-10 p.m. RUSH THEME: S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer Trail L-237, New ! 
Personal care attendant needed for mature 
disabled person. No experience necessary. 
Person must be Feliable. Pay $6 an hour. 
Excessible to UNH students. Call ·Greg at 
868-1986 evenings. 
Daycare substitutes needed; 8-12:30/ 12-4:30 
shifts. $4.50/hour. Contact Littl~ Peoples 
Center in Durham. 868-5412 
By GARY LARSON 
PAJAMA PARTY! SE~ YOU THERE! on 59 Main Street, Be very afraid. .. Smyrna Beach, FL 32069. 
THE SAE LITTLE SISTERS WANT TO 
MEET YOU! GOME TO OPEN RUSH ON 
TUESDAY OCT. 27th! 
FOLIO POSTER PRINTS: Of yo_ur favoritee 
rock bands, celebrities, athletes, and 
glarriorous New England models photo-
graphed in swimsuits. Cal! (603) 880-92~9 
or (617) 579-4177 to order your free 
catalog, or write: Folio, 80 Boylston Street, 
#429, Boston, MA 02116 
VOTE today tor the best choice: Write in 
Pat SWEENEY student trustee. 
CONGRATULATIONS ASHLEY P I 
How can yo u beat diamonds for dessert? 
Lots of happiness to you and Mike. 
~ From your pseudo-sister, Beth 
VOTE today fo r the best choice Writ e in 
Pat SWEENEY student trustee. 
LTW. #1- thanx for being concerned. Your 
a great friend. Anytim e yo u need me to 
li sten just com~ down (don't forget Pad- · 
dingtonl ) love u=w #2 
Christa -Keep your chin up' Hope the 
knee's all right' Debbe 
dey disten and dimmy, did dhey durn dhe 
deat don det? dove, deddie. 
STUDENT TRUSTEE .ELECTIONS WED- Guitar lessons - Study with a G.I.T. Grad .. 
NESDAY DON'T FORGET TO VOTE!! Improvisational concepts, technique, ear 
FRESHMAN CAMP 401 IS LOOKING FOR tra·ining, chords, harmony and theory, all 
A NEW CLASS OF COUNSELORS!! AP- styles. Call 749-4780. 
PLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN RM. 135 
IN THE MUB (CAMP OFFICE) HIT AWAY!!! 
Party On -campus representative or or-
ganiz,ation needed to promote Spring Break 
trip to Florida. earn money, free trips, and 
valuable work experience. Call Inter--
Campus Programs at 1 -800-433-77 4 7. 
FRESHMEN CAMP 401 IS LOOKING FOR 
A NEW CLASS OF COUNSELORS!! AP-
PLICATIONS ARE AVAILA!i;lLE IN RM. 135 
IN THE MUB (CAMP OFFICE) HIT AWAY!I 
Bartending Course - Learn a Valuable skill 
for fun or profit. prepare for a good payir:ig 
part- time or Vacation job. Get hands on 
professional training behind an actual bar, 
with lots of practice time. It's easy and fun 
our way. Certificate awarded. School is 
licensed and is on UNH .Kari-Van roue. 
Vistors welcome. Evening classes. Call 
or write for ·Free Brochure . Master Bar-
tender school, 84 Mair:i St. Newmarket, NH 
Tel. 659-3718. 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•-• • • • • ... ~ ................ ~., 
H e,,,e c..t,,H-,,e-t, ~v,,, iv,,e C..t,,H-,,t1, 
~,~~,~ 
l),.e,1,e. H e,,,.e e,e,,,;.,e1, 1.,._,,,,..,,,,._e,,,., #.e,,,.e 
"Cr.imony! ... I must've been tangled in some 
bimbo's hair for more than two hours!" 
To Dave from Delta Chi : I have a box of 
mint toothpicks in the kitchen. Want to come 
share them with me? Cherie 
. e,t,,H-,,e1, ,,,.,._,,,,..,,,,,._e,;,, &e,i,,,ite 1,{!..iYWe¾, 
,,,.,._,,,,..,,,,,..,e1, e,tc,lt.e1, . H e,,,.e e,c,,,,,..,e1, 
~ , ~ (..~ ~-:-
1'1~ - ,,/,.ve,-,, - ~ ~ ~ -
Hey Lis, it's OK if you got custody of the 
cat , but can I keep the flamingo??? 
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Sports Shorts 
.Men's Cross Country Women's 
The men's squad added another outstanding 
performance to their 1987 credentials with 
_a third place finish at the ECAC North Atlantic 
Tennis 
Conference Championships ~on Saturday. · In the season closer, 
Finishing behind only Canisius (36 pts.) the Wildcat women's 
and Northeastern (66), UNH's 77 point score tennis team finished 
was nine better than fourth place Niagara and sixth at the New Eng-
70 better_,than Maine's fifth plac;e total. land Intercollegiate 
For th~ Wildcats, Randy Hall was once again meet. 
stellar, finishing {ourth overall with a 26:43 Smith College won 
timing. This week, P~ter Hammer was right• _the meet; followed by 
up there with Hall, finishing fifth in 26: 56. · Tufts and Brandeis. 
Boston Univers~ty's Ari Nakkim won the race For tJNH, number-
in 25:25. . two singles player, se-
Ryan Landvoy, Dan Beauley and Steve nior Jen Radden, won 
Crainer all finished in the top 25 for UN.H. , her consolation match. -
Next week, th~ men's cross country team The women's team was ... 
competes in the New England meet. · - 5.-5 on the year~ 
W 001en's Cross Country 
Wildcat _senior tri-01ptain Dawn Ertterlein had a great performance 
on this Parent's weekend battle between New England schools hosted 
by UNH in Exeter. Enterlein was the first Wildcat to f10ish, 14th 
overall, in a time of 19: 15, less than a minute off the leader. 
That leader was Ke~ry Arsenault from Rhode Island who ran the 
course in 18:21. URI had-thtee of the top five finishers and won 
the overall meet with 26 points. Massachusetts was second with 58 
points, Vermont third with 59 points and New Hampshire was last 
with 88 points. · · · 
____ Nancy Do.ulang~r (19:25), Turney Jenkins (19:34), and Nancy-
: , . Krolewski ( 19_: 34) all had top twenty finishes .-for UNH. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  • • • • • • • • • • • e · INTERNSHIPS . ,. 
e AIDS PREVENTION~ / e . ~ . 
e EDUCATION AND RISK REDUCTION PROGRAM e 
• • • • . ~ .
. : • Paid internships; also work study ~liable : 
e • 1 O hours weekly, priniaril)I evenings • • • e • You will be trained to lead programs in e 
• · AIDS Education for the camJ?U,S commwtity e, 
• • Some background in Sex Education or • e Drugi Alcohol Education pref er,-ed • • • • • • • 
: INITIAL TRAINING: : 
• Sunday, November 8: all day • 
• . Monday, November 9, Tuesday, November I 0: 7 p.m. • . 
• • • • • • · e ca·u the Health Bducatfon Center, Health Servtces e 
.• for futher--information or to schedule· an inte-rview: • 
• 882-3823. • 
• Personal interviews on November 2. • 
'87 World Series: -
Putting the . dull 
pieces together 
By Rick Kampersal 
Hey, did you hear who won 
the 1987 -World Series? The 
Minnesota Twins-. . Can you 
believe it? I certainly can't and 
won't for a long time to come: 
This year's Fall Classic had 
all the excitement oi a tuna fish 
sandwich, a bowling match, or 
- an American Literature lecture. 
· It was the first time in World 
Series history that each team 
,won every game in their home 
parks. · 
Of course, winning a game 
in the Twins' aircraft hangar 
called the Metrodome is a given 
with these Twinkies. They say 
that with the noise at full blast, 
it's like having a jet buzz by your 
ears. Gee, sounds like a good 
time to me. · 
Firsi:: of all, 'aHbaseball sta.:. 
diums that have a roof should 
be banned from the sport, neyer 
mind having the world cham-
pions (I shudder to hear that) 
hail from a domed architectural 
blunder. These Twins ought to 
be called the Minnesota Gener-
ics. Baseball was made to be 
played on ·grass with metal . 
spikes; not high-cut basketball 
sneaker-s. Besides, they ·only look 
good on Billy Buckner. 
The St. Louis Cardinals. They 
should have won this World 
Series. Th,ey got robbed on a few 
calls last night that might have 
helped them out in a big way. 
Why is it that the Cardinals 
always end up getting screwed 
in these championship games. 
Who can forget 1985 and-the 
Joaquin Andujar debacle? 
Maybe this is a biased opinion 
coming from a big and long-
time suffering Red Sox . fanatic, 
· but the games this year j·ust 
didn't stimulate me in the least. 
The firs_! two games were both 
blowouts as the Cardinals looked 
more like the Bad News Bears. · 
The next three were all decided 
in the fourth inning. 
Ratings show that this Series 
was the least watched in recent 
memory. Wonder why. . 
Another thing that annoyed 
me were Ozzie Smith's flips. I'm 
sure Whitey doesn't approve 
of them. Just once, harsh as it 
may sound, I would like to see 
Ozzie flop on a flip. There's/ no 
room for showboating. 
. The St. Louis fans showed 
how classy they were when they 
pelted Giants outfielder Jeffrey 
Leonard with everything from 
that day?,s newspaper to a cow-
bell. Stire, he called St. ··Louis a 
"cow town," but since when is 
it wrong to be right? 
Artificial turf. The name itself 
means fake. Right? Fake turf. 
Who the hell wants to play oqe 
of sport's greatest events on 
something that is fake? Oh, sure, 
I know, it's not just these two 
teams that play on turf. A lot 
of teams do. 
The only reason for it is that 
the owners are too cheap to 
install a real turf and keep it 
green. Instead, they put a large 
wall-to-wall carpet down and 
increase injury risks. Makes-
-sense to me. H~w 'bout you? 
,..The Twins went ·85-77 during . 
the season. Tnat would have put -
them in a third place tie 'in the 
American League East. Eight 
- g~mes over .500 and they are 
now the·, ugh, best team in 
America? What does that say 
for the Blue Jays, Giants, Tigers, 
and Mets of the world? Doesn't 
that tick . them off a little bit? 
The Twinki"es' home record 
was 56-25 while their road matk 
was 29-52. Wait a minute here. 
Something ·smells. The Twins 
were this year's imitation of the 
Celtics. Go to a different town 
and leave with another 'L' in 
the column. 
The m~nagers. Two totally . 
different men, one ex'perienced, 
one not. Whitey Herzog · played 
the stand-up comic all week, 
entertaining all sorts of media-
types. After the fifth game, 
Herzog was feeling a little 
m~rry. "President Reagan just 
called," said Whitey. "He 
·thought it was a fiye game 
series." 
Whitey's the kind of guy you 
could expect to see slumped over 
a barstool telling tales of base-
ball lore. Just anot~er one of the 
guys with a steady arsenal of 
anecdotes. · 
. Tom Kelly of the Twins looks 
like the guy your mom buys the 
groceries from. Mr. Invisible 
always 1armed with a quick 'no 
comment.' He looks like the guy 
your Dad plays golf with on 
Sunday mornings. He looks 
absolutely nothing like a big 
league manager arid has the 
personality and charisma of a 
brick. But he won. "Let's hear 
it for the boring. people in the' 
world," Tom Kelly seems to be 
saying with this championship 
(ugh) under his• belt. 
And, oh, how can we forget 
those Homer Hankies? How 
creative. 50,000 screaming 
zanies all paid two bucks for 
those ,hankies.Just_goes to show 
you the menrality of all those 
Minnesotans ( disregard this 
Bob Dylan and Kevin McHale). 
The Series certainly had a 
connection with the Red Sox . 
John Tudor, he of Peabody_, 
Mass., proved to be one of the 
Cards' stoppers. Don Baylor 
played a big part in the Series, 
getting hit by all 39 pitches he 
faced. No, just kidding. Baylpr 
did hit a few key shots here and 
there, but he's just a bandwagon 
. player. He'll join one of the 
division leaders next October, 
too. 
At least one good thing came 
out of the Twins and Cardinals 
being the 1987 entrants. Don 
Zimmer, aka The Gerbil, didn't 
get to go with the Giants. 
Zimmer is . the third base coach 
for them. That would have been 
a travesty. 
Last year at this time, I would 
have .skipped my wedding day 
to see the W odd Series games. 
This year, however, two wbrds 
reigned supreme in the Amer-
ican populace~s mind: Who 
Cares? Let's hear it for all the 
dull people in the world. 
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**************** (continued fro~ page 28) 
to'night, 7pm student ID 
NO. NAME POS 1986·87 TEAM/HOMETOWN 
thinks his job will be that of a 
role player. "I see myself as a 
guy who isn't going to~o a great 
deal, just be a grinding type 
player," he said. "I just hope · 
• to show a little experience· and 
work hard for whatever the 
team wants me to do." 
1 Mike Richter -,..._ G University of Wisconsin/Flourto_wn, PA 
2 Brian Leetch D Boston College/Cheshire, CT 
3 Greg Brown D Boston College/Southboro, MA 
6 Jeff Norton . D University of Michigan/Acton, MA 
7 . Tom Chorske \. f'.W University of Minnesota/Mioneapolis, MN 
8 Kevin Miller RW · Michigan State University/East Lansing, Ml 
9 Scott Fusco -C Olten, Switzerland/Burlington, MA 
1 O Corey Millen C University of Minnesota/Cloquet, MN 
11 · Todd Okerlund AW University of Minnesota/Burnsville, MN 
12. Brad Jones LW University of Michigan/Sterling Heights, Ml 
: 14 Scott Young RW Boston University/Clinton, MA 
_ . : 15 Craig Janney C Boston College/Enfield, CT 
• 16 Todd Richards · D University of Minnesota/Minneapolis, MN 
: . 17 Clark Donatelli LW Boston Universjty/Providence, RI 
• 19 Lane MacDqnald LW Harvard University/Mequon, WI 
: 20 Allen Bourbeau C Harvard University/Falmouth, MA 
• 21 Tony Granato C University of Wisconsin/Downers Grove, IL 
: ·22 Dave Snuggerud LW University of Minnesota/Minnetonka, MN 
: 23 Guy _Gosselin D University of Minnesota-Duluth/Rochester, MN 
• 24 · Paul Ranheim LW U-niversity of Wisconsin/Edina, MN 
· : · 25 Jim Sprenger D · University of Minnesota-Duluth/Cloquet: MN 
: 26 Peter.Laviolette D Indianapolis Checkers/Franklin, MA 
• 27 Eric Weinrich - D U,niversity of Maine/Gardiner, ME 
: 2a Steve Leach RW Washington Capitals/Lexington, MA 
• • • • • -• • • • 
: 29 John Blue G University of Minnesota/El Toro, CA • 
- • 30 Chris Terreri G New Jersey Devils/Warwick, RI • 
: · 31 Jim Johannson C Landsberg, Wef,t Germany/Rochester, MN • 
• 32 Kevin Stevens LW Boston College/Halifax, MA : : . . . . - . . . 
' ........ ····••·••·················· .. ••·••. ·~ .......................... . 1 .,. • . , 
--UNH-HOLY CROSS--
(continued from page 28) 
was going. It was ·a pleasant 
surprise." 
. Holy Cross may have just 
recently stepped on to the ice, 
but their forwards tested the 
youthful Wildcat t·andem. In two 
periods, Szturm allowed only 
one goal, making te1n saves, 
including a beauty coming from, 
ten feet in front of him. Mor-
rison made seven· saves in the 
third period, with only Crusader 
Sean Keegan's perfectly , placed 
shot eluding him. 
UNH had 43 shots on Holy -
Cross' Rob Arena with fresh-
man Chris W innes and senior _ 
Mike Rossetti scoring twice, 
Not only did the 'Cats have the 
upper hand offensively, but they 
also hit the Crusaders hard and 
often. . · 
at both ends," Holt sai"d. With 
Rick I.'.ambert and Chris Grassie 
leaving Crusader face prints on 
the boards, the aggressive na-
ture was evident and left Holy 
Cross looking for a quick bus 
back to Worcester. 
The victory is no reason to 
become too excited, but it's a 
gooq. ~t~rt_. "It served it's pur-
pose," Holt said. "We used four 
lines and got some assessment , 
of how they're going to ·work. 
The defense, though young, 
showed some promise, especial-
ly with puck handling." 
When the Olympic business 
is over, Leach looks forward to 
going back to play for the 
Capitals, whom· he calls a class 
organization. "They have a lot 
of quality right wings," he said, 
"but you can never know what'll 
happen." · 
Based on what's happened 
thus far, the name Steve Leach 
isn't likely to fall out of the game 
of hockey. · 
•••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••• 
The Olympic team comes to 
Durham with a 12-10-2 tour 
record thus far. They've had it 
. pretty easy with the other 
Hockey East teams, unbeaten 
in five contests,/including a 12-
2 blowout of Northeastern. 
After the UNH game, USA ends 
the Hockey East series against 
Boston College Wednesday 
night. 
Two of the team's losses wer€ 
in games against the USA's -
Canada Cup team. Played in · 
August, the Olympians lost 3-
1 and 5-2. 
Kevin Miller from Michigan 
State is leading the team in . 
scoring with nine goals and 14 
assists in 22 games. Michigan's 
Brad Jones is-the team's leading 
goal scorer with 11 goals and 
Bos tori College's Brain Leetch 
has 16 assists to top the USA 
in that category. Hockey East 
stars Craig Janney, Eric. Wein-
rich and Clark Donatelli are also 
members of the team. 
In goal, the team has Chris 
Terreri of Providence Colleg~ 
and the New Jersey Devils, and 
John Blue from the University 
of Minnesota. 
Other games the team is 
involved with are an ongoing 
nine-game series with the Can-
adian Olympic team and eight 
games against the Soviet Selects 
in DecembeL USA is one up on 
Canada after beating them 4-
2 on October 10. They will also 
play the defending world cham-
pion Sweden squad on two dates 
in February. _ 
"The standard 9f hockey is 
played very well at the Olympic 
level," Holt said. "They are the 
best collegians, they're more 
mature as players." 
Holt looks. at it as a good 
opportunity for his team, "It's 
a very good chance to see what 
it takes to play against a team 
a_t a higher level." 
"There's no quest_ion we're 
trying to play the body better 
After the exhibition with the 
Olympians tonight, ~the Wild-
cats travel to Boston College to . 
open their regular season ' 
against the Eagles. BC knocked 
off Providence 8-4 in the Hock-
ey East-opener on Sunday. 
Wildcat iceman Tim Hanley unloads a shot on the Holy Cross net as a defensema,n attempts 
to give the goaltender a helping hand in Saturday's cont<:st, won by UNH 8-2. (Craig Park~r 
'Cats beat 
NU Huskies, 6-2 
The· Wildcat men's soccer · 
- team ended a three game losing 
streak by crushing the H:uskies 
of Northeastern 6-2 in a game 
last night. ·- -
UNH doubled their offensive 
· output of the past three games 
with the six goals last night. 
Sophomore Scott Brenna!?- led 
off the scoring (:harge barely 
four minutes into the game, his. 
seventh goal of the year. 
The Wildcats went on to score · 
three more times for the half, 
taking a4-0 lead,at the break. 
Joe Alrriasian, Mark Mansur and 
Dave Pivin did the honors for 
. UNH. Pivin' s was the first goal 
of his career. Mansur had as-
sisted on Almasian' s goal. 
Doug Stang rang up five· 
consecutive goals for UNH by 
scoring on an assist by Brennan 
about five minutes into the 
second half. -
Northeastern managed to get 
on the board as Javier Guttierer 
and Eric Zirgler beat UNH's 
Eric Stinson. 
To cap off the Wildcat scoring 
party, Pivin added another goal 
with only two seconds remain-
ing in the game. . _ 
Stinson was credited with 
four saves for UNH and now 
has 62 on the season. Northeast-
em's John Wene also made four 
saves. 
The win vaults the 'Cats to 
8-4-1 heading into the season 
finale at Rhode Island on Friday. 
\ 
photo) _ . . --------CREW----------
the "B" boat seventh (21:55), • 
and the "C" boat twelfth 
(24:07). All three boats had 
good performances and showed 
excellent potential for successful 
spring racing. 
The women'_s silver (2nd 
varsity) category was a tough 
race, in which UNH placed 4th 
with a time of 19:58. 
The novice men also entered 
three crews in their category. 
The "B" crew placed second, the 
"C" crew third, and the "A'' crew 
came in. tenth. No times were 
provided. They all had strong 
performances and also have 
· great potential. - -
The men's silver category was 
raced by UNH' s second and 
· third varsity. The seconq v<1;r~ity 
placed fourth apd the tQird 
varsity fifth in this very com-
(continued from page 27) · 
petitive race. No times were 
provided. 
It was then the varsity wom-
en: s turn to row. They put in 
a very impressive performance 
beating a tough BU boat and 
holding off Dartmouth and MIT 
to win the event. 
Senior Margaret Sands, a 
four-year veteran of the' crew 
team, explained that "We were 
especially excited to win because 
we didn't know where we stood 
against other crews and we 
weren't sure of the mixture of 
people in the boat." 
The last r:ace of the day was 
thr varsity men's race. As they 
passed the Dartmouth boat-
house they began a final sprint. 
They extended their .lead ,on 
, Dartmouth and began overtak-
ing MIT who had been started 
first. 
UNH had moved up from 
third position to only a half a 
length ch,wn on MIT at the 
finish. This gave them a faster 
time, and the victory. Coach 
Chris Allsopp said "they rowed 
well" and praised their compe-
titiveness. _ This win is very 
significant because UNH beat 
MIT and Dartmouth which are 
both Division ·1 schools. Furth-
ermore, UNH beat Wesleyan 
who .proved to be a worthy 
opponent in. last year's New 
England Championship and .in 
the Dad Vail. 
The day ended with the tra-
ditional dunking of the winning 
coxswains in the river. 
_ . UNH's performance at the 
Dartmouth Invitational was a 
· great start for this_ year's crews. 
Wildcats find tnissing aspect 
By Ed Flaherty 
When last we left the UN-H 
- women's soccer team\ ,.they were _ 
looking for players who would 
_ take control of the game and 
play with · a killer instinct. The 
team played with some of that 
Satu-rday afternoon as Wendy 
Young _-arid Ellen Weinberg 
came through with big games. 
_ Young had two goc;1ls and an 
assist, and Weinberg had thr_ee 
assists as they led the Wildcats 
to,a 5'-1 thrashing of Yale. The -
win improves the 'Cats' mark 
to 5-9 on the season. 
The viccory broke a four-
game losing skid for UNH and 
tan be attributed to a tough week 
of practice, where desire was 
instilled into the team. 
"We had an excellent week 
of practi~e, specifically designed 
to work on the killer instinct," 
said assistant coach Jeff Barclay. 
UNH never let up from the 
start as they 9utshot Yale 23-
9 and kept the Elis · off the 
scoreboard until the late stages 
of the game. . 
Y (?Ung opened 'the scoring for 
the 'Cats as - she converted 
Weinberg's cross pass past Yale 
goaltender Allison Mu-rphy at 
13 :08 of the first half, then 
added her second goal of the 
contest at 28:53 of the half with 
an assist to Deb Maida. 
Diane McLough-lin ·jumped 
on the scoring bandv.:agop at 
33:00 of the first half, when she 
collected W,einberg' s cross and 
converted it for the goal 
·uNH kept the pressure on 
in the second half, and unlike 
most games this year, put some 
more goals on the scoreboard 
in the process to ice the game. 
Cheryl Bergeron scor.ed at 
19:58 of -the second half, after 
Young's shot hit the post and 
bounced out. -Bergeron put the 
rebound into the nei: for a 4-0 
le~d. 
- Freshma:n Kim Chapin closed 
the scoring for the Wildcats at 
37:41 scoring off Weinberg's · 
third assist of the game. -
Yale's ·only goal came on a 
penalty kick past UNH' s second 
I • 
- goalie of the game, Juli~ L~on-
hardt, who replaced starter 
Janene Tilden. The goal came 
~ith four minutes remain_ing · 
· in the game, and the final 
outcome had long been deter-
mined. · 
H_ead coach Marge Anderson 
was pleased with the team's 
-performance. "It was most 
definitely a team win," said 
i\_nderson. "Everyone who 
stepped on the. field performed 
well."Y 
Anderson and B-arclay point-
ed out the exceptional play of 
Weinberg, Young, .Maura 
Naughton, Dawn Peck, and 
Emily Stoddard aside from the 
-overall team game. · 
· Despite the end of the season 
being near, -it looks as though 
UNH is getting-its act together, 
and is playing with desire and 
determination. With three 
games remaining, the Wildcats 
have a chance to make their 
record more respectable, and 
to work on the killer instinct. 
Better late than never. 
L 
· . . . _ Tailback Norm Ford took a beating Saturday but still managed -as t h Om e win f Or 'C a·t' s e 01· o· rs· -~o chalk up 186 y~rds in rush in?. Here, F_ord shows how pa~nful 
_ - . _ . _ _ it can be to get hit from both sides. (Craig Parker photo). 
· By John Kelley (playoffs)." 
In the last home conte,st of · For six Wildcat players, Peggy 
the season, the UNH field Hilinski, Karen McBarron, Mer-
hockey t~am came out sizzling cier, Patty Drury, Dumphy, and 
and dominated the Springfield Michele Flannell yesterday was 
.,Maroons 1-0 to give them a their last game at Memorial 
perfect (7-0) home record for Field. · 
__ the season. "This was a great game for 
Springfield is a very difficult · all of the seniors,''. head coach 
Sfam .~QJ)~~t) a_s th,ey _r~<;!=ntJY MarisaDidio said. "I think they 
tted number one-ranked Prov~ · Iett there ,. (Memorial ··,Fi'eld)' 
idence 0-0. , _ _ . - _ satisfied with their play." . 
- - -"It was· definitely a step up "Being the last game definite-
from the last game," Lori Mer- ly helped us get pschyed and get · 
cier said. ''We -all played well prepared for it," Mercier said. 
and it was a good way to leave." The 1-0 scor:e is not indicative 
One should cenainly not of the -domination · nor the 
count the 'Cats -out of the excitement of this contest. The 
na~ionaf champions_hip just yet, Wildcats:,. especially in the se-
because they do have the talent cond half, were constantly pres-
and a game like yesterday could suring goaltender Sue Wyman. 
spark them. for the rest of the In fact, the spectacular play of 
season. Also remember that Wym?,n kept this game as close . 
they have six seniors ~ho have as it was. 
.been there before arid are hung- "We played very competitive-
ry to finish their career with a . ly today," Didio said. "A big 
championship season. difference · with how we played 
"I think so,'' Dumphy said. against Harvard. I'm not too 
"Because we only have four concerned with the score as long . 
games left and we know we need as we step on the field and play 
to do it now, or there will not to win." 
be many more games The· Wildcats controlled the 
play all over the field. They had 
---FOOTBALL 
(continued from page 28) 
. far more shots and corner 
opportunities. Also the 'Cats 
midf ielders rarely allowed the 
Maroons in the UNH end. and wrested the ball from his running conjured up memories 
"We had the opportunitie~," arms. MacPhee raced 73 yards of both last year· and a couple 
Mercier said. "We need to work - for -the touchdown that tipped years ago. His 67-yard j.aunt 
on putting the ball in the net." the momentum scales in La- reminded some of his string of 
The Maroons best opportun- fayette's favor. marathon runs last season and 
ity came early in the second half "We had dominated the game his slicing and dicing -style 
when Flannell was forced to up umil that point," said Bowes. · brought back memo.ries of the 
makea·-sprawl-ing s-ave ·on·a:-s-het - "I didn't have a _good view of guy who wore #35 before him, 
from the center of the circle. _ the play, but from ·what I heard Andre Garron ... Richmond can 
Finally the 'Cats were able to I'd _have to question the validity win the Yankee Conference title 
score Oll the hustling Maroons. of It. Norman came.off the field this _Thursday when it takes on -
With 18 minutes remaining and claimed th~the let go of the Bos ton University (8 pm, 
Bilinski made a fine pass from ball because he heard a whistle." , ESPN). If Richmond loses 
the top of the circle to Liz - Jean's rustine-s_s ~id shine U!'J~ can take the title by 
Brickley and she fired it past through atthe begmnmg of the . wmnmg alJ four of their remain-
Wyman for the only goal of the game as he missed a few con- ing games. "We have to win the 
game. -. nections. "Bobby ~as obviously rest of our games (URI, Maine, ' 
"We dominated statistically;" way off target," said Bowes. "In_ UConn, UMass)," sa_id Bowes. 
Didio said. "We were more the second half, I thought he "If Richmond wins and we still 
threatening and we "?'Ore them threw mo_re like' himself." - . ~in our remaining games, I find 
down in the second half." · D_efensively, Bowes expressed It hard to understand how they 
_ For the rest of the game, the a little disappointment. "The can overlook a 9-1 team." Let's 
, Wildcats defense played well d~fense was missing that extra hope the 14-7 opening day' loss 
and did not allow them many • ba of intensity;" he said.a "We to the Spiders doesn't come back 
opportunities. P!ay~d with ~motion, out we to haunt ... The win Saturday was 
The next game for the Wild- didn_ t play with the same in- Bowes' 100th and he got carried 
cats is Thursday night when tensity that we did against off the field by some of his 
they travef to Beantown to play NortheaStern." players in recognition ... Satur-
Bost<;>n _College. WILDCAT NOTES: The of- - day'sgame also saw the· return 
fensive linemen were bright of tailback Todd Urbanik. Ur-
. spots Saturday as they h€lped banik, who had been out with 
Mr. Ford account for his 186 a knee problem came in for one 
yards. "Those guys up there play, caught a screeri pass, and 
blocked their tails off," said went out. "Todd's bread and 
~owes. According to the coach- butter play has been the screen 
!ng_ ~taff's point system on . pass," said Bowes. "We put him 
mdividuals, guards John Driscoll in for that play and it worked. 
~nd !om Johnson played well. With Norman possibly out, 
· Dnscoll was rated at 81 % Todd will see more time this 
while Johnson was in the sev- : week." ... The 'Cats travel to 
enties," ~aid Bowes. "'Anytime Rhody this_ weekto take on the 
-~ guy gets a 70 or over, he's Rams. The game is on NESN 
played a heckuva game." ... Fqrd's at 1:00. 1 
Crew .action 
By Matt Apgar 
It was sunny and cold with 
a blustery wind blowing up river 
in Hanover on Sunday. The 
· temperature was good for. row-
ing, but the headwind caused 
slower times over the three-mile 
course. 
The regatta staging area, set 
A huge, multi-million dollar 
. facility, it has an aesthetic design 
similar to the older traditional-
style boathouses. There are 
three arched bay doors that open 
up to a large dock area where 
the rowers· launch their boats . 
All -UNH crew -boats represented the school admirably in a ~ee·t' he.Id at Dartmouth over the 
weekend. (Matt Apgar p~oto) 
.. under the tall pines along the 
Connecticut, was full of rowers, 
boats, and trailer·s from all of 
the different teams. At the 
center of all .of the activity w~s 
Dartmouth's new boathouse. · 
. As the UNH boats launched 
Sunday, each boat demonstrated 
their ability to row well. _ · 
The novice women were the 
first t-o · race. The "A" boat 
. finished second (tim_e of 20:42), 
CREW, page 26 
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Ford, Jean injured as Wildcats win, 21• 19 
By Rick Kampersal 
Good news and bad news 
came from Satu,rday's UNH-
Lafayette game. The good news: 
simply, the Wildcats won 21-
19. The bad news: quaf,terback 
Bobby Jean hurt anoth~r part 
of his anatomy and running back 
Norm Forci sprained an ankle. 
- Losing these two for any upcom-
ing conference game does not 
sit well with anyone, namely 
coach Bill Bowes. 
-"Bobby hurt his knee Satur-
day," explained Bowes. "Right 
now, from what I've heard fr9m 
the doctor, he's got some <;ar-
tilage damage and possibly so.me 
ligament problems. He's very 
questionable for Saturday 
(again~t· URI)." 
Ford, on the other hand, rriay 
have done himself in by staying 
in the game after he originally 
hurt himself. "I hurt it (ankle) 
first in the third quarter," said 
Ford, who ran the ball 27 times 
for 186 yards and was named 
ECAC Player of the Week. "I 
stayed in there and by the fourth 
quarter I couldn't go nowhere." 
Ford was fitted for a walking 
cast and won't see much action 
in practice this week. "We'll be 
taking a closer look on Wednes-
day," said Bowes. "Norman's 
in the same simation as Bobby 
· is. He's questionable for Sat-
urday." Ford says his status for 
playing against URI "doesn't 
lo_ok good.'' 
No, this isn't a script for 
MASH. There was a . game 
played here Satutday and despite 
a less-than intense defensive 
effort and the injuries, UNH 
managed to hang on for the win. 
Barely. . 
The game could be ·sum~ed 
up by looking at the kicker's 
statistics. Each kicker, Eric Facey 
and Lafayette's Jim Hodson both 
had chances to win the game for 
their teams, but failed. Hodson 
definitely had a tougher day than 
Facey. 
With the score UNB 21, 
Lafayette 13, Leopard quarter-
back Frank Baur (19 -41, 187 
yards) decided to take matters 
into his ·own hands. Taking the 
ball from his own 20, he pro-
ceeded to march his team down 
the field until, 16 plays later, 
the·ball rested at UNH's 10 yard 
line. 
On a 3rd and goal, Baur.found 
receiver Tony Miller in the 
corner of the end zone for a 
quick six. From here, Lafayette 
coach Bill Russo chose to go for · 
the win and the two-point 
conversion. Baur again looked 
to the air, but junior strong 
safety Bill Farrell saw to it that 
he didn't find a receiver as he 
knocked the ball away. 
UNH's next possession didn't 
go anywhere and Lafayette 
forced Wildcat Nate Baldasaro 
to punt. With 1:00 left in the 
game, the Leopards had 56 yards 
Steve Leach 
is back . in town 
Olympic teani vs. UNH 
By Paul Sweeney 
For a guy who's only 21 years 
old, Steve Leach has been around 
m the game of hockey. 
In h ig h school, Leach Jed 
Massachusetts Division I pow-
erhouse Matignon to three 
consecutive' state champion-
ships. From there, it was on to 
the University of New Hamp-
shire, where he was an exciting, 
high scoring right winger for· 
the Wildcats. Next stop was at 
the professional level, signiI?,g 
a contract with the W/ ashington 
Capitals .. 
And yet another adventure 
brings Leach back to UNH' s 
.Snive ly Are na, this time as a 
visiting member of the United 
S.tates Olympic team, who take 
on the upstart Wildcat squad 
tonight (Snively, 7 pm). 
"It will be a little awkward," 
Leach said about r~turn·ing to 
UNH after a two year absence. 
"It'll take a while to settle in." 
Leach, from Lexington, MA., 
left the U niversity of New 
Hampshire to play .profession-
ally with the Washington Cap-
itals after the 1985-86 season. 
"It was a hard decision to make," 
he siid. "A hockey career lasts 
only so long and I felt I had to 
get my career off to a start as 
soon as possible and make the 
best of it." 
He spent two seasons. wit4 
the Wildcats, scoring_ 34 goals 
with 33 assists in 80 gam.es. In 
h is freshman year, he was 
named to the Hockey East All-
Rookie team. 
"Every minute that Steve was 
.on the . ice was something that 
hel ped out our team," said 
Cha rlie Holt, who coached 
- Leach at UNH. 
At the time Leach decided to 
go pro, there was no rule allow-
ing. professionals to compete 
in the Olympic games. "I was 
not really thinking about the 
Olympics then," he said. "I felt 
I had to get on with my career." 
As a member of the.Washing-
ton organization, Leach has 
spent most of his time with the 
Capitals' Binghamton farm -
team in the AHL. In 54 games 
last ye~r, he scored eight goals 
with 21 assists. 
He's played on occasions with 
t he parent team, scoring .a goal 
ap.d an assist in 11 games during 
the '85-86 season and getting 
one goal in 15 games last year. 
. When the rule allowing pro-
fessionals to compete in the 
Olympic Games was instituted, 
Leach jumped at the opportun-
ity. '·'They (the Capitals)' told 
me·that I would be up and down 
between the minors and the 
NHL all year," he said. "My 
request to try out for the Olym-
pic team wasn't too hard to 
decide to do." 
The Capitals understood his 
position and think Leach will 
benefit from the experience. 
• I 
Wildcat receiver Chris Braune catches a Bob Jean pass as both Jean (background) and Curtis 
Olds look on. (Craig Parker photo) / 
to go for a stunning upset. confidence in their rushing back and nail this monster kick? 
On a 3rd a_n~ 2, Baur t~re;-7 game." . Regardless, Hodson's kick 
. to flanker Ph1ll1p Ng but d1dn t . True, Lafayette did total only came up short and the game was 
coni:iect. It was up to Hodson 99 yards total rushing, but even over. 
to ktck a 54-yard field goal. "In that would have been a better The biggest play of the.game, 
that situation, you can't doubt risk than to go with Hodson. however, came from the vis-
the decision," said Bowes. "I He had missed field goais of 37, itors. Strong safety Dave Mac-
dor(t ~now what kind of leg 44; and 40 yards and had also Phee arrived just as a gang of 
the1r kicker has, but I know ours shanked an extra point attempt tacklers was taking Ford down 
can kick 'em 55 yards. Plus, they that was costly. What made 




ijy Paul Sweeney 
If the Wildcat hockey team 
had. lost to Holy .Cross in Sat-
urday night's exhibition game, 
the negative ramifications 
would've far outdone any credit 
the team got for winning. 
Take it for what it's worth: 
UNH looked $harp in it's 8-2 
whipping.of a slightly practiced, 
Division II Holy Cross team. 
"I know they're not the strong.: 
est team," UNH interim coach 
Charlie Holt ·said about the 
Crusaders. "You can't read a , 
great deal into this game, but 
if we'd gotten blown out we'd 
Former Wildcat Steve Leach, now a ·Washington Capital, returns 'be discouraged." · The Holy Cross team was 
_to_h_i_s_o_l_d_r_i_n_k_· w_ i_th_a_' d_if_fe_r_e_n_t_t_e_a_m_(~S=p_o_r_ts~In_f_o_._p_h_o_t_o_) __ --j basically the s·ame one that 
"They expect my development 
in the Olympic program, just 
like other players develop in the 
minors," he said. "Not only will 
this be a great experience for 
me, but also a development for 
myself." 
One of five Olympic players 
coming from the professional 
ranks, Leach is having a ball on 
the tour so far, which has already 
been to Finland and Sweden. 
'Tm having a good time, I enjoy 
being with all the guys," he said. 
"We work hard in practice, but. 
. basically it's just a real enjoyable 
time touring all the cities." 
Leach is no stranger to inter-
national competition. In 1984, 
.he was on the U.S . National 
Junior team and captained the . UNH knicked 4-2 in the finals 
same team in 1986, w.hen the at the Auld ·Lang Syne tourna-
U nited· States team won the · ment at Dartmouth last De-
bronze medal. At the 1985 cember. The UNH team was 
World Junior Championships one that answered a few ques-_ 
in Finland, -Leach was named tions concerning the .oncoming 
one of the USA's top three season. 
players, scoring two goals. The Wildcats played a chippy 
In 24 games with the Olympic game, generating a substantial 
team thus far, Leach _., as eight amount of offense and -benef-
goals and five assists, including itting from solid goaltending 
a goal against Providence Col- performances by freshmen Pat 
lege last Tuesday. "I had a slow Szturm and Pat Morrison. 
start, but lately I've ~een scor_. "The biggest thing was that 
ing," he said. 'Tm starting to we found that the -goahending 
come on." might be OK," Holt said. "Be-
Leach said the US team is-one fore the game, we didn't have 
with great w~rk et~ic~ and he a sense of where the goaltending . . 
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